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Water Quality Management in Pond Fish Culture
 

Claude E. Boyd and Frank Lichtkoppler* 

W ATER QUALITY includes all physical, chemical, and 
biological factors that influence the beneficial use of water. 
Where fish culture is concerned, any characteristic of water that 
affects the survival, reproduction, growth, production, or man-
agement of fish in any way is a water quality variable, 
Obviously, there are emany water quality variables in pond fish 
culture. Fortunately, only a few of these normally play an 
important role. These are the variables that fish culturists should 
concentrate on, and attempt to control to some extent by 
management techniques. 

All other things being equal, a pond with "good' water quality 
will produce more and healthier fish than a poll(] with "poor 
water quality. In this report an attempt is made to define "good" 
water quality for fish culture. Inforimation is also presented 
which will help in determining the potential of a body of water 
for producing fish, improving water quality, avoiding stress-
related fish disease and parasite problems, maintaining fish for 
research purposes, and ultimnately producing more fish per unit 
of surface area. Ilie following discussion of water quality is 
brief, but an attempt has been made to cover the most important 
points. The first part is concerned with general aspects of water 
quality which influence fish production. Next, several important 
water quality management techniques are outlined in simple 
form. Finally, some suggestions are made regarding water 
analysis in fish culture. Also included is a glossary which contains 
definitions of the technical terns. The information in this report 
is essentially a summary of the book, Water Quality in 
Warm water Fish Ponds, by Boyd (17). This book may be 
consulted for more details and for additional references to the 
literature on water quality in ponds. 

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN WATER QUALITY 
AND FISH PRODUCTION 

The material in this report explains the usumal relationships 
between water qunality variables and fish production, setting 

forth, possible, ranges ofw there esirable levelsouf the variables, 
In addition, the m anagement procedures recommiended herein 

will uitially be effective in iiproving water quality. hlowe'er, 

because of unexplained reasons, effects of waterquality onl fish] 

and the effectiveness of management procedures may be quite 

different from those relorted here. Therefore, fish cultorists 

should not consider the information in this report as the final 
answershow to water (uality problems, but merely as suggestions onto solve these iroblems. Codater fish will not be 
cowsidered, bthese probemColdwater fish n illater o uce 

better quality than) (o warinwater fish, 

'Professor and Research Associate, respectively, Department of 
Fisheries and Allied Aqtuacultures. 

Temperature
 

Warmwater fish grow best at temperatures between 250 and 
320C (Celsius). \Water temperatures are in this range the year 
around at low altitudes in the tropics, but in temperate regions 
water temperatures are too low in winter for rapid growth of .h 
and fish food organisms. For this reason, management 
procedures such as feeding and fertilizing are halted or reduced 
in winter. Temperature has a pronomnced effect on chemical 
and biological processes. In general, tates of chemical and 
biological reactions double for every 10'C increase in 
temperature. This means that aquatic organisms will use twice as 
much dissolved oxygen at 30'C as at 20'C, and chemical 
reactions will progress twice as fast at 30°C as at 20'C. 
Therefore, dissolved oxygen requirements of fish are more 
critical in warm water than in cooler water. Chemical treatments 
of ponds also are affected by temperature. In warm water, 
fertilizers dissolve faster, herbicides act quicker, rotenone 
degrades faster, and the rate of oxygen consumption by 
decaying manure is greater. 

In ponds, heat enters at the surface so surface waters heat 
faster than lower waters. Since the density of water (weight per 
unrit volunie) decreases with increasing temperature above 4'C, 
the surface waters nav become so warni and light that they do 
not nix with the cooler, heavier waters in lower layers. The 
separation of pond waters into distinct warm and cool layers is 
called therinal stratification. The upper warm layer is called the 
epilininion and the lower, cooler layer is known as the 
hypolininion. The layer of rapidly changing temperature 
between the epilimniion and the hypolimnion is termed the 
thermiocline. The temperature profile for a thermally stratified 
pond is shown in figure 1. In temperate regions large ponds may 
stratify in the spring and remain stratified until fall. In snmall, 

shallow ponds in temperate regions and in tropical ponds, 
the day, thestratification often exhibits a daily pattern. )uring 

surface waters warm and form a distinct layer. At night the 
surface waters cool to the sane tenperature as the lower waters 

and the two layers mix. An extensive discussion on thermal 

stratification may be found in any standard text on limnology. 
In some poids. the surface waters may reach temperatures of 

35C or more. This is above the optimum temperature for most 

warmwater fish, but the fish may' seek haven from the high 
temperature in subsurface waters. Fish have poor tolerance to 
sudden changes in temperature. Therefore, one should not 
remove fish from water of one temperature and suddenly thrust 

them into a water of appreciably higher or lower temperature. 
Often, a sudden change in temperature of as little as 5°C will 
stress or even kill fish. The effect is usually worse when moving 
fish froni cooler to warmer water. Since temperatures increase 
with decreasing altitude, one must allow for temperature 



TABLE 1. Ii 'GIIESTCONCENTRAI*IONS OF SALINITY W114icI PEIIMIT 

Depth, NORMAL. SUIIVIVAI. AND GII()WTII OF SOMF CULI.TUIiED Fool) FISH 
meters 

Salinity,0-	 Species rag/liter Reference 

Catla catla (catla) ............... slightly brackish water (37) 
Labeo rolhta (roha) .............. slightly brackish water (37) 

epilimnion Ctenophartjngodon idella0.5 	 (gras!; carl ) ................... 12,00) (39)
 
Cyprinus carpio ('niomon carp) . 9,00) (21)
 
Htpophthahlnichthysmolitiix(silver carp) ................... 8,(w ) (39) 

.0 Ictalurusptlictatus 
(channel catfish) ............... . 1!,0(X) (48)
 

. . .. 	 Tilapia )urea .................... 18,90(X) (21)
 
T. nil tica ...................... ln,00) (21)
 
T. miossaM bica .................. 30,I(X) (21)
1.5 
Mugil cephalus (grey mullet) ..... 14,500 (21, 26) 
Chanos chanos (milkfish) ......... 32,0W0 (6) 

-hypomnion of a water is to measure the total dissolved solids concentration. 
I A sample is filtered through a fine paper, a known volume is 

evaporated, and the residue remaining is weighed. The weight25-
, , of the residue in milligrams per liter is the total dissolved solids 

20 22 24 26 28 30 32 concentration, and this closely approximates the salinity. In 
Temperature, *C brackishwater, salinity may be estimated from the chloride 

concentration by the following equation from Swingle (65): 

FIG. 1. A well developed pattern of thermal stratification In a fish
 
pond. The eplllmnlon, thermocllne, and hypoilmnion are Indicated. Salinity in mig/liter = 30 + (1.805) (chloride in mg/liter)
 

In practice, chloride concentration (chlorinity) can be inea
adjustment when novingy fish from high altitude to low altitude sured by refractometers or temperature corrected hydrometers. 
waters. Fish readily tolerate gradual changes in temperature. The degree of salinity in water reflects geological and 
For exam)ple, one could raise the temperature from 25'C to 32 0C hydrological conditions. Strface waters in areas of high rainfall 
over several hours without harming fish, but fish suddenly where soils are continualh' leached ti5Oi'.lly have low salinity (10 
removed fron 25'C water and placed in water of 32'C might to 230 milligrams per literi. In arid regions, evaporation exceeds 
lie. precipitation and salinity increases as a result of evaporation. 

Salinity vallies in ponds of arid regions often range between 500 
Salinity and 2,500 milligrams per liter, and much higher valhes are often 

The term salinity refers to the total concentration of all encountered. Even in areas of high rainfall, ground water from 

dissolved ions in a natur, encountered in surface waters of arid region:. Seawater has awater expressed in milligrams per liter wells may sometimes 	 have salinity values as high as those 

hinh in surface watrs ar rgion:;.Sethe a s a 
or parts per million'. The osmotic pressure of water increases 

differ in their osmnotic high salinity (35,000 iilligrams per liter), so the salinity of
with increasing salinity. Fish species 

hrackishwater poncs reflects the degree of dilution of seawater 
pressure requirements, iO the optimum salinity for fish culture with freshwater. Iligh rates of evaporation in brackishwater 
differs to some extent with species. Salinity inform~ation (n1 soeC ponds during periods of lowv rainfall may cause them to become 
cultured species of pond fish is presented in table 1. excessivelh saline. Salinities in excess of 45,000 milligrams per 

Fish are highly sensitive to sudden changes in salinity. Fish liter are difficult for even mrine species to tolerate.
should notliving in vater at one concentration of salinity 

suddenly be placed in water with a mich higher or lower Turbidity and Color 
salinity. Small fish and fry of most species are more susceptible 
than adult fish to sudden changes in salinity. Sodium chloride The term turbid indicates that a water conta'ns suspended 
mmay he used to increase the salinity in fish holding facilities and material which interferes with the passage of light. In fishl)ponds, 
even in small experimental ponds. Conversely, salinity may be turbidity which results from planktonic organisms is a desirable 
lowered in small scale systems by the addition of water with low trait, whereas that caused by suspended clay prticles is 
salinity. Unfortunately, it is usually not practical to adjust the undesirabie. Even with the latter condition, the clay particles are 
salinity of larger fish culture systems, except in brackishwater seldom abundant enough in water to directly harm fish. If the 
ponds where seawater may be introduced by gravity flow or pond receives runoff which carries heavy loads of silt and clay, 
tidal movement. the silt settles over the pond bottom and smothers fish eggs and 

In practice, one is seldom able to measure concentrations of all fish food organisms. The clay particles which remain in 
ions in water. lowever, the ability of water to conduct an suspension restrict light penetration and limit the growth of 
electrical current (conductivity) increases as salinity rises. A plants. A persistent clay turbidity which restricts visibility into 
conductivity meter may he used to nicasure conductivity and the water to 30 centimeters or less may prevent development of 
the conductivity value allows an approxination of salinity, plankton blooms. Methods for controlling clay turbidity will be 
Many conductivity meters have a scale for reading salinity discussed later. 
directly. Another method for obtaining the approximate salinity Some ponds receive large inputs of vegetative matter from 

their watersheds. Extracts from this plant material (humates) 
often impart color to the water. Color from vegetative extracts'Ore part per million (I l.m.) indicates thatthlere is I partb\' weiljht Often appears as a dark stain giving the water tile applearance of 

of a substance in I million parts 1)f the solution. A water sample with I 
p.p.m. salinity would contain I milligram of ions and 999,999 milligrams tea or weak coffee. Pond waters with high concentrations of 
of water. For all practical purposes, Ip.p.m. equals I milligram per liter. humates are typically quite acid and have a low total alkalinity. 
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FIG. 2. A representative food web In a sunlsh4)se pond. 

Although color does not affect fish directly, it restricts light 
penetration and reduces plant growth. Agricultural limestone 
applications have been used to su.cessfully remove humates 
from natural waters (74). 

Plankton 

Plankton is comprised of all the microscopic organisms which 
are suspended in water and includes small plants 
(phytoplankton), small animals (zooplankton), and bacteria, 
When there is enough plankton in the water to discolor it and 
make it appear turbid, thie water is said to contain a plankton 
"bloom." The phytoplaikton uses inorganic salts, carbon 
dioxide, water, and sunlight to produce its own food. The 
zooplankton feeds on iving or dead plankton and other tiny 
particles of organic matter in tb- water. Bacteria utilize any type 
of dead organic matter ir tie water for food. In fish culture 
systems where fish are not provided supplemental feed, 
plankton forms the most abundant base of the food web. 
Examples of food webs in fish culture systems are given in 
figures 2 and 3. Both food webs begin with phytoplankton 
growth. In figure 2 there are several steps before ending with 
largemouth bass, while in figure 3 the food web is simpler
because the tilapia feed directly on plankton. Since each step in 
the food web is rather inefficient, a fish culture system with a 
more direct food web will produce a greater weight of fish per 
unit area. For example, during a 6-month period, the sunfish-
bass culture might produce 200 kilograms of fish per hectare 
while the tilapia culture could easily produce 1,000 kilograms. 

Because plankton is at the base of the food web, there is a close 
relationship between plankton abundance and fish production 
(58, 66), figure 4. In addition to encouraging fish growth, 
plankton makes water turbid and prevents the growth of 
undesirable aquatic weeds through shading (59). l)espite the 
benefits of plankton blooms in fish ponds, more plankton can 
sometimes be produced than can he utilized by the fish for 
growth. Heavy plankton blooms usually contain large numbers 
of blue-green algae which can form scumns at the surface. These 
scums absorb heat during the day and cause shallow thermal 

produce substances which impart a strong off-flavor to fish flesih 
(44). 

There are man), techniques for measuring plankton 
abundance, but most are too tedious for use in practical fish 
culture. The most practical technique for use in ponds which do 
not coutain appreciable clay turbidity is to measure the Secchi 
disk , isibility (2). Details for making Secchi disk measurements 
w'ill be given later, but for now it will suffice to state that the 
Secchi disk visibility is the depth at which a disk 20 centimeters 
in diameter with alternate black and white quadrants 
disappears from view. There is a high correlation between 
Secchi disk visibility and plankton abundance, as illustrated in 
figure 5 with data from Almazan and Boyd (2). It is impossible to 
establish an ideal plankton turbidity for fish culture. However, a 
Secchi disk visibility in the 30- to 60-centimeter range is 
generally adequate for good fish production and for shading 
underwater weeds. As Secchi disk visibilities decrease below 30 
centimeters, there is an increase in the frecuiency of diss,,1ed 
oxygen problems. At values above 60 centimeter.., light 
penetrates to greater depths encouraging underwater 
macrophyte growth, and there is less plankton to surve as food 
for fish or fish food organisms. 

Plankton communities are constantly changing in species
composition and in total abundance. This results in 
corresponding fluctuations in Secchi disk visibility and in the 
appearance of pond water. These changes in plankton 
communities may be disconcerting to the fish culturist. 
However, unless plankton becomes so dense that dissolved 
oxygen problems occur or so thin as to encourage underwater 
weeds, the changes do not affect fish )roduction appreciably. 

[ Phytoplonktont 
5n/ 

stratification (8, 64). lDuiring the night, heavy plankton bloomsZopnko I oop.,,s
large amounts of dissolved oxygen and nay cause 06 t 

consume 
oxygen depletion before the next morning. Scums of plankton 
may suddenly die, decompose, and cause oxygen depletion. I* Ftus 
Relationships between plankton and dissolved oxygen will be 
treated more thoroughly later. In addition to causing dissolved 
oxygen )roblems, organisms in heavy plankton b!ooms often FIG. 3. A representative food web In a pond used for illapla culture. 
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FIG. 4. Plankton production (particulate organic matter) and sunfish 
production In ponds. Data from Smith and Swingle (58) and Swingle 0 , , , , 
and Smith (66). 0 1.0 2.0 3.0 

By inonitorin Secchi disk visibility ol a regular schedule (once Secchi disk visibility, meters 
or twice weekly) and observing the appearance of the water, the 
fish culturist can obtain information on the continuing conditon FIG. 5. Relationship between plankton abundance (partlculate 

of organic matter) and Secchl disk visibility In fish ponds. Afterothe plankton commu~nitytininaponda and onthe supply or fish Aima?~n and Boyd (2). 
food organisms. 

The ability of water to produce plankton depends on many 
factors, but the most important is usually the availability of 
inorganic nutrients for phytoplankton growth. Essential ponds is related to the basic soil fertility of the surrounding 
elements for phytoplankton growth include carbon, oxygen, watersheds. Therefore, the basic- levels of plankton and fish 
hydrogen, phosphorus, nitrogen, sulfur, potassium, sodium, production are greater in ponds located on watersheds with 
calcium, magnesium, iron, manganese, copper, zinc, boron, fertile soils than in ponds located on watersheds with poor soils. 
cobalt, chloride, and possibly others. Phosphorus is most often The management practices on watersheds also influence 
the element regulating phytoplankton growth in ponds (36, 47). plankton production in ponds. According to a study by Boyd 
The addition of phosphate fertilizer will cause an increase in (13), unfertilized ponds in pastures had higher concentrations of 
plankton production and an increase in fish production in most nutrients, harder water, higher plankton production, and less 
ponds. Inadequate supplies of nitrogen, potassium, and carbon transparent water than unfertilized ponds in woods, table 2. In 
also limit phytoplankton in some ponds. fact, the average plankton production in unfertilized pasture 

ponds alnmst equalled plankton prodluction in fertilized ponds, 
In general, the level of plankton production in unmanaged table 2. Although little of the nitrogen and phosphoirus applied to 

pastures is lost in runoff, high concentrations of nutrients in 

T.\I.u 2. W'TER QALIrY IN26 F:lIrnIIZ:I loNns..3. U NiER.ILIZEI) unfertilized pasture ponds were related to agricultural activities 
PO)DS ON Wo)I)E) WATERSI IV)S. %NI) 1.3 IHNFIVIIILIZEI) PON)S on the watersheds. For example, cattle grazing on piastures 

INPAS'Tl'ES - DATA tOI)iFI;I) A nrEi Boiy) (13) deposited considerable urine ant inanure in or near prnds, 

Unfertilized ponds which served as a source of nutrients. 
Fertilized 

Measurement Wiooded Pasture ponds Even though tie basic fertility of ponds differs greatly 
watershed watershed depending oin the mnanagenent and soils of their watersheds, the 

'otal hardness (mg/liter) ..... 18.9 29.0 20.0 level of plankton production in most ponds can be raised within 
Soluble inorganic phosphorlus the range of plankton production needed for good fish 

(,mg/liter) ................. ..01 .02 .02 production. Inorganic fertilizers may be added to ponds with
 
Nitrate (nug/liter) ............ . 31 .43 .32
 

Aunloinia (mag/liter) .......... . Mt .13 .12 low basic fertility to increase plankton production. In some
 
Potassium (ing/liter) ......... 1.5 2.9 1.7 ponds, both lime and fertilizer application may be required to
 
Secci disk visibility (cin) ..... 124 66 76 increase plankton production. Manures also increase plinkton
 
Plankton (ig/liter) ........... 5.3 11.9 12.1 production.
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Dissolved Oxygen 

Dissolved oxygen is probably the most critical water quality 
variable in fish culture, -(, the fish culturist should be familar 
with the d.,namics of dissolved oxygen concentrations in ponds. 
The atmosphere is a vast reservoir of oxygen, but atmospheric 
oxygen is only slightly soluble in water. The solubility of oxygen 
in water at different temperatures and at standard sea level 
atmospheric pressure is given in table .3 From this table, it is
readily apparent that the solubility of oxygen in water decreases 
as the temperature increases. When water contains a dissolved 
oxygen concentration equal to the solubility of oxygen in water 
at the existing tem)erature, the water is said to be saturated with 
dissolved oxygen. If water contains more dissolved oxygen than 
it should for the particular temperature, it is supersaturated.
Water may also contain less dissolved oxygen aian the saturation 
value. The solubility of dissolved oxygen decreases with 
lecreasing atmospheric pressure (barometric pressure). For 

example, the solubility of oxygen in water at 25°C differs as 
follows with altitude (given in milligrams per liter at specified 
altitudes): 0 meters, 8.4 milligrams per liter; 500 meters, 7.9 
milligrams per liter; 1,0(X)0meters, 7.4 milligrams per liter; 1,500 

meters, 7.0 milligrams per liter; 2,000 meters, 6.6 milligrams per 

liter; 2,500 meters, 6.2 milligrams per liter; and 3,000 meters, 5.8 

milligrams per liter. The solubility of oxygen in water also 

decreases as salinity increases. At temperatures of 20 to 35°C, the 

solubility of dissolved oxygen decreases by about 0.008 

milligram per liter for each 210 milligrams per liter increase in 

salinity (3). 

3. 	SOVII OF 
STAND 0II) SEA IEVE I. A'T.\osin.iu:t(; PREss I'i 

TlALEtl: "TY D)ISSOL.V':D ()X(;I:N INPIIE .VWA'l .r 

(I ArtosIun:RF:) 
0C tug/liter °C tug/liter °C mag/liter 

0....... 1.1.16 12 ....... 10.43 24 ....... 8.25 

I....... 13.77 1:3....... 11.20 275....... 8.11

2........ 13 .t1 1-t....... 9.98 26 ....... 7.99 

3....... .1.015
•1....... 12.70 15 ....... 9.76 27 ....... 7.8
I16....... 9€.,56 :14 ....... 7.75
 
5 ....... 12.:37 17 ....... 9.37 29 ....... 7.6 1
 
6 ....... 12.16 is....... 9.18 30 ....... 7.53
 
7 ....... 11.76 19 ....... 9.() 1 :31 ....... 7.4 2

8 ....... 11.17 
 20 ....... S. 
 32 ....... 7.32
 .9 ....... 11. 19 21 ....... 8.68 :13 ....... 7.,.2


10 ....... 10.92 2)....... 8.53 .31 ....... 7.1.3 

I1....... 1 2.3 ....... 8.34 :5 ....... 7.01 


Even though dissolved oxygen will diffuse into water, its rate 

of diffusion is qtuite Slow. Tlherefore, photosynthesis byblo
phytoplankton is the )rinary source of (lissolved oxygen in a, 
fish culture system. Fish eulturists are often coneerned with the 
rate at which dissolved oxygen is removed from the water. The 
primary losses of dissolved oxygen from a pond include 
resl)iration by the plankton (phytoplankton included), 
respiration by fishes, respiration by benthic organisns 
(organistms living in or attched to tile nlud), and (iffusion of 
oxygen into the air (20, ,57). 'lhe gains and losses of dissolved 
oxygen in a pond ire summ arized in table 4 along with sonie 
values representing tile usual magnitudes of daily gains and 
losses. It is readily a)parent that plankton and fish reslpiration 
cause the major losses of dissolved oxygen and that 
photosynthesis is the largest source. l)iffusion of oxygen into 
ponds only occurs when waters are below saturation and
diffusion of oxygen out of ponds only occurs when waters are 
sulpersaturated. The larger the difference between the (issolved 
oxygen concemtration in the pond water and the concentration 
of dissolved oxygen at saturation, (lie greater is tile rate of 
diffusion. Wind and wave action aIsto favor (lifflision. 

TARi.E 4.RANGES OF EXPECTED GAINS AND LOSSES OF DISSOLVEo
 
OXYGEN CAUSED BY DIFFERENT PRtOCESSES INdFISH PONDS,
 

FOR PONDS OF 1.0 rO 1.5 METERS AVERAGE Dp.ili
 

Process Range,
mg/liter 

GainsPho)tosynthesis by phytoplankton .................... 5 to 20
 
Piftfusion .......................................... to2 5
 

Losses 
Plankton respiration ................................ 5 to 1IFish respiration ..............................
 2 to 6Res)iration by organisms in mud .................. I Tio :3
 
Diffusion .......................................... In 5
 

In a fish culture system, more oxygen must enter or be 
produced in the water by plankton than is used by the organisms 
or dissolved oxygen depletion will occur. Since nutrients are 
normally abundant in well-managed fish ponds, light is often the 
primary factor regulating photosynthe's by phytoplankton. 
Light rapidly decreases in intensity j,.,it passes through water. 
This is true even in pure water, but tt ie decrease is even faster in 
fish ponds because the planktonic organisms and other 
suspended and dissolved substances reflect and absorb light.
Therefore, the rate of oxygen production by phytoplankton 
decreases with depth, and below a certain depth, no more 
oxygen is produced. Since oxygen is continually used by the 
pond biota and only prodtced during daylight hours by the 
phytoplankton, there is a depth at which dissolved oxygen 
production by the phytoplankton and that entering by diffusion
just equal the combined utilization of dissolved oxygen by
pond life (32). Below this depth in stratified ponds tile water 'ill 

contain no dissolved oxygen. The stratification of dissolved 
oxygen in ponds usually corresponds closely to thermalstratification (8). The epilinmion contains dissolved oxygen and 

the hypolimnion is depleted of dissolved oxygen. As with 
thermal stratification, daily dissolved oxygen stratification may 
occur in small, shallow ponds. 

Obviously, the depth to which light intensity is great enough 

Depth, 
meters 

0 

0.5 bloom 

b 

1.0l 

ighlplonkt n 
bloom 

1.51 

2.0 

2.5
2.5 I i 

0 4 8 12 16 20 24 
Dissolved oxygen,mg/liter 

FIG. 6 . Dissolved oxygen concentrationsIn theaftemoonatdifferent 
depths In ponds with different densities of plankton. 
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16-
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bma pafternoon, 

12 1 
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6a.m. Noon 6p.m. 12p.m. 6am. 
Time of day 

FIG. 7. Daily fluctuations In dissolved oxygen concentrations ofsurface water In ponds with different donsties of plankton. 

for adequate photosnthesis to provide surplus dissolvd 
oxygen is related to plankton density. Photosynthesis decreases 
with decreasing light intensity, and as plankton becomes more 
abundant, the rate of oxygen consumption by the plankton 
community increases. \Vhen plankton abundance is great,
 
dissolved oxygen production isextremely high near the surface.
 
Because of shading, the rate of oxygen production will decrease
 
rap~idly with depth and only a thin layer of surface water, often 

less than I meter. will contain a:ppreciable dissolved oxygen 

(32). In ponds where plankton is less abundant, rates of 

dissolved oxygen production are not as high within the 

illuminated layer of water, but there will be appreciable oxygen
 
production and sur)lus dissolved oxygen at greater depths than
 
in ponds with greater plankton turbidity. The influence of 

plankton turbidity on the depth distribution of dissolved oxygen 


Dissolved 
oxygen,mg/liter IIO 

clear completely completely 
overcast overcast 

5-

0 
 I 
60 m,6am.6o~m6oamTime of doy 

FIG. 8. Influence of cloudy weather on dissolved oxygen
concentrations in fish ponds. 
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in ponds is illustrated in figure 6. As a general rule, most ponds 
will contain enough dissolved oxygen to support fish to a depth
of at least two or three times the Secchi disk visibility. 

There is also a marked fluctuation in dissolved oxygen 
concentration during a 24-hour period in ponds. Concentrations 
of dissolved oxygen are lowest in the early morning just after 

sunrise, increase during daylight hours to a maximum in late 
and decrease again during the night. The magnitude 

of fluctuation is greatest in ponds vith heavy plankton blooms 
and least in ponds with low plankton abundance. Daily 
fluctuations of dissolved oxygen concentrations in ponds with 
different plankton densities are depicted in figure 7. In ponds
with extremely dense plankton blooms, dissolved oxygen 
concentrations will often be below 2 milligrams per liter in early 
morning. Concentrations are particularly low (luring periods of 
cloudy weather (64). The production of oxygen on a cloudy day 
is less than on a clear or partly cloudy day, so dissolved oxygen 
concentrations de not increase to usual afternoon levels. This 
results in lower than usual dissolved oxygen concentrations the 
following morning. Extended periods of cloudy weather may 
result in dangerously low dissolved oxygen concentrations even
in ponds with moderately heavy plankton blooms. The 

influence of cloudy weather on dissolved oxygen concentrations 
is illustrated in figure 8. 

In ponds with heavy plankton blooms, scums of algae often 
form at the surface. Occasionally, the algae in these scums will 
suddenly die, and their decomposition will result in depletion of 
dissolved oxygen (7, 19, 64). For example, figure 9 illustrates the 

Total
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thousands/ml
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FIG. 9. Decline In phytoplankton followlnga phytoplankton dle-off 
In afish pond. The die-off began on April 29. After Boyd etal. (19). 
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FIG. 10. Concentrations of dissolved oxygen before and after a 
phytoplanklon die-off In a fish pond. The phytoplanklon began 
dying on April 29. After Boyd et al. (19). 

sudden death of phytoplankton in a fish pond. The dissolved 5.0 - J 
oxygen concentration quickly dropped below a detectable 
level, figure 10. I)issolved oxygen concentrations did not return 
to nornmal levcls until a new phytoplankton community was 
established (examine figures 9 and 10). Phytoplankton die-offs 
usually occur (luring caln, clear, warm weather. One can dssiroble range
recognize a (lie-off becaunse the algal scum deteriorates ancl the 
water takes oIl a brown or gray appearance. 

Winds or heavy, cold rains may break ilthermal stratification 
in ponds (64), causing complete mixing ("overturn") of the 
oxygenless waters of the hypolininion and the oxygenated water FIG. 11. Efects of dissohvd oxygen concentratons on pond fish. 
of the epilimnion. If the pond contains a large volune of 
oxygenless water, oxygen depletion may result. concentration for several days. The concentration of dissolved 

Fish require adequate concentrations of dissolved oxygen for oxygen tolerated by pond fishes is illustrated in figure 11, with 
survival and growth. The minimum concentration for fish additional data on oxygen requirements presented in table 5. 
survival varies with time of exposure. A fish may tolerate a Low disslved oxygen concentrations adversely affect fish even 
particularly low concentration of (lissolved oxygen for a few at lev'els which do not cause mortality, making then more 
hours without ill effect, but will die if exposed to this same susceptible to parasites and diseases(49). In addition, fish do not 

feed or grow as well when dissolved oxygen concentrations 

TAI.E 5. l.:o .TEl-.. CONCT.:r IOxS OF S)lSSl.V: OxYGEN remain continuously below 4or 5 milligrams per liter (4). I)aily 

FoiR S. :rrKD St:CI:s (F PON) r.% fluctuations of dissolved oxygen in fish ponds apparently haveFs-I)A Fii 
l)O'nORFF ANt) SliM'SWAY (21) little effect on feeding and growth as long as the minimum 

__ level, dissolved oxygen concentration for the day does not drop below 
InC/liter I or 2 nilligrams per liter in the early morning and then rises near _ _ _ _ _ _ -ethill 

saturation within a few hours after sunrise. If dissolved oxygen 

Carassius auratus (goldfish) ........................ 0.1 to 2.0 concentrations remain at less than 3 or 4 milligrams per liter for 

Cirrtfna mnrigala (ir. .l). . 70.7 prolonged periods, fish cease to feed or grow -well. ........................ 

Cft'nophaaru,,ttodott id'lla (grass carp) ................ t0.2 to 0.6
 

).2
Ctprinus carpio (coninon carp) .................... to 0.8
 
IIjophthaltich tit!is nolitrix (silver carl) ........... 0.3 to. 1.1
 
I abeo rohita (rol) ............. ............ 0.7 PH
 
lctaluruspu'ctatns (channel catfish) ........... ).8 to 2.0
 
Lepoltis inacrochirus (bluegill) ..................... 0.5 to 3.1 The pIH is a measure of the hydrogen ion concentration and
 
Mlicropterussalmoides (largemnouth bass) ............ 0.9 to 3.1 indicates whether the water is acidic or basic in reaction. The 1)1
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higher tiital alkalinity where pll values normally range froil 7.5 
PH or 8 at.* reak or 9 or 10 during the afternoon. In sine water 

I0 	 with e., ely high total alkalinity, and partieularly in waters 
with hig ;tl alkalinity and low total hardness, )llI values uray 
rise abo%e 11 during periods of rapid photosynthesis (63). 
Obviously, pll ,neasurements shotild he inade in the early 
morning anCI again in the afternoon to assess the typical pIt 

9 	 pattern for a pond. Waters with plI values of about 6.5 to 9 at 
daybreak are considered best for fish productionj. Sonie ponds 
which receive drainage from acid soils or swainips nay be too 
acid for fish production. Waters with extreniely high total 
alkalinity inay have pl I talies too high for fish culture. Methods 

8- for increasing li ,or decreasing the of pond water will be given 
later. 

The acid and alkaline death points for pod fish are 
approximately Ill14 and Ill 11, respectively (63). lv''en though 
fish may survive, prodction will be poor in ponds with early

I I -	 I morning 1)11 values between 4 and 6 and between 9 and It, 
6.m. 	 Noon 6p.m. 12 p.m. 6a.m. figure '3. The afternoon 1)1l in inany fish culture systelns rises to 

Time of day 9 or 10 for short periods without adverse effect on fish. 

FIG. 12. Daily fluctuations InpH In a fish culture pond. 
Carbon Dioxide 

scabl ranges fron ( to 14, with p11 7 being the neutral point.
 
Thus, a water of pit 7 is ieither acidic nor basic, while a water Iligh concentrations of carbon dioxide can be tolerated by

with ptllbeltw7isacidicand onewith a pt1l above 7is basic. The fish, although fish avoid levels as low as 5 milligrams per liter. 
greater the departure from p1l 7. the iore acidic or basic a Most species will survive in waters containing ill to 60 
water. The pIlI of natural waters is Lzreatly influenced by the milligrams per liter carbon dioxide, pro vided dissolved oxygen 
concentration of carbon dioxide, an acidic substance. concentrations are high (30). \Vhen dissolved oxygen 
lhytoplankton and other aquatic vegetation remove carbon concentrations are low, the presence of appreciable carbon 
dioxide froin the water douring photosynthesis, so the pil of a dioxide hinders the uptake of oxygen by tfie fish. Unfortu0nately, 
body of water rises during the day and decreases during the carbon dioxide c,,ncentrationsare normally qttite high when dis
night, figure 12. Waters with low total alkalinity often have pil solved oxygen concentrations are low. This restlts because 
values of 6 to 7.5 before davbieak, but when phytoplanktn carbon dioxide is released in respiration and utilized in 
growth is heavy, afternoon pt! values may rise to 10 or even photosynthesis. When diss,,lved oxygen is low, photosynthesis is 
higher (63). Fiuctuations in 1)11 are not as great in water with not proceeding rapidly. Therefore, carbon dioxide 

concentrations rise because carbon dioxide released by 
respiration is not abso)rb,'d by phlytoplakttn for tise in photi
synthesis. Because ,,f tite relationship of carbon dioxide to 

4 acid death point"t 	 usually increase during the night and decrease during the day. 
no reproduction Particularly high concentrations of carlbon dioxide occur in 

ponds after phytoplankton die-offs, after destruction of thermal5slow growth stratification, and diring cloudy weather. 

6 	 Ammonia 

7- Ammonia reaches pond water as aI)rohict of fish mneta holism 
7 and decomposition of organic niatter by bacteria. In water, 

X desirable range for fish ammonia nitrogen occurs in two forms, un-ionized a'nmnonia 
production annonitim ion. t n-ionized ahmleonia istoxic to fish, but the8 ammoniummn ion is harnless eicept it extremely high

concentrations. The toxic levels for tn-ionized ammonia for 
short-term exposure usually lie between 0.6 and 2.0 milligrams

9 per liter for pond fish, and sublethal effects may oceur at 0.1 to 
0.3 milligram per liter (2.5. 52). '"leIllI and teuniiratuire of the 
water regulate the proportion of total ammonia which occurs 

10- in un-ionized form. A pil increase of 1 unit catses roughly a 
tenfold increase in the proportion of un-ionized ammonia (71). 
At 280C, the percentages of total ammonia in un-ionized formt 

II alkaline death point are: pll 7, 0.70; pll 8, 6.55; phI 9, 41.9-3; and 111 10, 87.52. 
Fortunately, ammonia concentrations are seldoim high enouigh in 
fish ponds to affect fish growth. The greatest concentrations of 
total ammonia nitrogen usually occur after phytoplankton die
offs, at which time p1l is low because of high concentrations of 

FIG. 13. Effect of pH on pond fish. 	 carbon dioxide. 
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Hydrogen Sulfide 	 Aquatic Weeds 

Un-ionized hydrogen sulfide at concentrations less than 1 Large aquatic plants (aquatic macrophytes) which may grow 
milligram per liter may be rapidly fatal to fish (61). Low pH in fish ponds are usually undesirable. They interfere with fish 
favors the presence of un-ionized hydrogen sulfide, and acid management operations such as seining, feeding, 'and fish 
bodies of water which contain high concentrations of hydrogen harvest, compete with phytoplankton for nutrients, provide 
sulfide may be improved for fish culture by liming (9). havens for prey fish to escape predatory fish and thus encourage 
Fortunately, hydrogen sulfide is seldom a factor in pond fish unbalanced fish populations, favor mosquito production, and 
culture. contribute to water loss through evapotranspiration. Aquatic 

sone areas contain sulfide deposits. Such soils are macrophytes include filamentous algae and submersed,Soils inSils fond e rescoamineds le depostalSu isWhe floating-leafed, floating, and emergent macrophytes. Aquatic 
usually found where coal is mined or along coa:;tal plains. When macrophytes which begin their growth at the pond bottom are 
exposed to the air, the sulfide is oxidized to sulfuric acid and limited to relatively transparent waters. lherefore, 
runoff from these soils may have an extremely low p1l (27). management procedures which favor plankton turbidity will 
Construction of fish pon(is should not be encouraged on often eliminate acrophytes (59). Obviously, floating or 

floating-leafed macrophytes must be controlled by other 
watersheds where sulfide bearing materials occurat or near the 

surface unless adequate Iiime is applied to n eutralize the cidity. 	 methods. 

Total Alkalinity and Total Hardness 	 Pollutants 

The term total alkalinity refers to the total concentration of Fish ponds are usually constructed in areas where industrial 
bases in water expressed as milligrams per liter of equivalent pollution is not a factor. Iowever, agricultural pollutants, and 
calcium carbonate. In !iatural waters, these bases are primarily especially pesticides, may reach ponds in runoff or drift. Many 
carbonate and bicarbonate icons. Anoither way to think of pesticides, insecticides in particular, are extremely toxic to fish. 
alkalinity is in ternis of basieity and resistance to pll change. The Acute toxicity values for many commonly used insecticides 
an iunt of acid required to cause a specified change in p1lin a range from 5 to 10 micrograis per liter and much lower 
given volume of water increases as a function of the total concentrations may be toxic upon longer exl)osure. Even if adult 
alkalinity levels of the waters. In general, early morning pl Iis fish are not hilled outright, long-term lamge to fish populations 
greater in waters with moderate or high total alkalinity th, i in may occur in environments contaminated with pesticides. The 
waters with hw total alkalinity. The availability of cairbon abmundance of food organisms may decrease, fry and eggs may 
dioxide fir phytjl~ankton growth is related to.alkalinity. Waters suffer mortlity, and growth rates of fish may decline. 
with total Akalinities less than 15 or 20 milligrams per liter 

Pesticides sprayed onto fields may drift over considerableusually contain relatively iittle available carbon dioxide. Waters 
areas and reach ponds.Therefore, p~onds in agricultural areas arewith t.otal alkalinities of 20 to 150 milligrams per liter contain 

otaminated to some degree with pesticides. Key factorssuitable quantities of carbon dioxide to Iermit plankton 	 often 
often inhow in protecting fish ponds from pesticide contamination are:

protliction for fish culture. Carbon dioxide is 
distance from pesticide treated fields, tree and other vegetative

suiIpply in waters with inure than 200 to 2.5( milligrams per liter of 
cover between ponds and fields, topographic barriers to drift or

totai alkalinity. 'lhe afternon p ll in waters with low total 
runoff from treated fields, and proper methods of application of

alkalinity may often be as great isin waters with moderate or 
pesticides to fields. If watersheds receive heavy applications of

high tot;l alkalinity. Waters of low alkalinity are poorly buffered 

against p~l change, anudthe reim;oval of ca;bon dioxide results in 	 persistent pesticides, ponds are not suitable for fish production. 

Cotton and other non-food crops are often treated with
rapidly rising plI. 

es)ecially toxic and lersistent pesticides. In some regions, 
The total co neentration (if divalent iietal ions (priinarily lpesticides Which contain heavy metals. such as arsenic and lead, 

calcitm and maginesium), expressed in Milligrams per liter of are still used. Ileavv metals may reach ponds and kill fish or 
equivalent calcium carb(mate, is tertned the total hardness of ad versely affect prodiction. 
waiter. Total alkalinity and total hardness values are normally 
similar in magnitude becalise Calcium,magnesi in, bicarbonate, 
and carlbnate ious in water are derived in equivalent quantities 
fromi the solution of limestone in geological dlepousits. Ilowever, WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT 
in some, waters total alkalinity May exceed total hardness ;nd Inorganic Fertilizers 
tive versa. If total alkalinity is high and total hardness low, pla 
mav rise to extremely high levels during periods of rapid Inorganic fertilizers used in ponds are the same ones used for 
phito synthesis. 

agricultural crops. Nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium are 

I)esirable levels of tital hardness amd total alkalinity for fish ternned the primary nutrients in fertilizers. The grade of a 

culture generally fall within the range of 20 to 0()milligrams per fertilizer refers to percentages by weight of nitrogen (as N), 

liter. If total alkalinity ;amd totil hardness are too low, they may phosphorus (as P2 05,), and potassiuin (as K20, also Called 

be raised by liming. I lowever, there is generally no practical potash). For example, a 20-20-5 grade fertilizer contains 20 

way of decreasing total ;alkalinity and total hardness when they percent N, 20 percent PI()., and 5 percent K2(). This method of 
rule, the most expressing nitrigen, phosphorus, and potassium content isare above the desirable level. As a general 

traditional rather than deseriptive. Fertilizer does not containproduietive waters for fish cultre have total hardness ;iid total 
elemental nitrogen (N), Iphosphoruis pentoxide (P0,),or potashalkalinity values of alpplroximately tle same unagnitude. FIor 


example, a water witha total alkalinity o)f (K2()).
150 milligrams per liter Ihie use of N, P2 05,, and K20 to iindicate fertilizer grades 
ago and has been aIcpted for practicaland a total hardness of 2.5 milligramns per liter is not as gotd ftr iriginated log 

fish cult!,re as a water in which the total alkalimity is 150 purposes. Primary nutrients in fertilizers are usually present as 

Mnilligramns per liter and the total hardness is 13. niilligrans per 	 relatively simple comipouus which dissol 'e to give nitrate, 
ainionitm, phosphate, or potassitil ions. The compositions ofliter, 
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TAB.- 6. COMPOSITION OF SOME COMiMON INoli(;ANIC
FEITII.IZEH MATEIIAUS 

Material Content. percent
N '205 K20 

Animmonium nitrae ....................... 33-35

Ainnionium sulfate ....................... 20-21 

Calcium inetaphosplhate ................... 62-64 

Calcium nitrate .......................... 15.5 


a]iInioniinli phosphate.................... 11-16 20-48
 
.luriate of potash ........................ - 50-62

Potassiun nitrate ..................... 13 44 

Pmassion ulfatv ................... ...... 50
 
Sodium nitrat .......................... 16

,:rphosjihat (o,,rdinary)................ 18-20 

"'IJpt'rplsphate (double or triple) ......... 3-5-1 


m111(1o1ii0I1n fertilizer materials are given in table 6. Calcium, 
11a uMsito. and sulfur. wIicli occur incidentallv or are 

::iiunuually added, are called secondary nutrients in fertilizers. 
,11utients, c,j!per, zinc, boron, manganese, iron, and 

:i,
,-kbthenin, may also be present in mintite amounts in some 

Fertilizers with specific grades are mwade by mixing 
,,ppropriate quantities of nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium 
fertilizers. If all tue primary nutrients are included, the mixed 
fertilizer is said t,be acomplete fertilizer. Ingredients needed to 
supply the priumirv nutrients for 100 kilograms of a partizular 
grade seldom w-iglh 100 kilograms. A filler isadded to make up 
the difference i,weight. The filler may bean inert material, or it 
may be aneutralizing agent, such as limestone, to reduce acidity. 
Preparation of 100 kilograrns of S-8-8 from, amnmonium nitrate 
(.3:3.5percent N), triple superphosphate (46 percent P20 5), 
muriate of potash (6N)percent K:.O), and filler is illustrated 
below: 

(1) Calculate the amount of ammonium nitrate (,5percent 

N) needed to give 8 kilograms of N 

8 kg N + 0.335 = 2.3.9 kg ammonium nitrate 

Calculate the amount of triple superphosphate (46 per
(2) 


cent P205) needed to give 8 kilograms of P205 


,Skg P)20, + 0.46 = 17.4 kg triple soperphosphate 

(3) Calculate the amount of muriate of potash (60 percent 
K20) needed to give 8 kilograms of K2 0 

8 kgrK.,)" 0.60) = 1:3.3 kg inmriate of potash 

(-4) Combined, the three fertilizer materials only weigh 54.6 
kilograms, so 45.4 kilograms of filler must be added to give 100 
kilograms. 

T:ie calculations for preparing mixed fertilizers from basic 
source materials are slightly more difficult if one of the source 
materials contains two primary nutrients. The appropriate 
calculations for preparation of 100 kilograms of 2020-5 fertilizer 
from diaminonium phosphate (21 percent N and 54 percent
PfOmd), urea (45 percent N), and muriate of potash (60percent
K20) are given below: 

(1) Calculat,, the amount of dianmoniurn phosphate (54 
percent P20,) needed to give 20 kilograms of P205 

20 kg + 0.54 = 37.0 kg diamnioniumn phosphate 

(2) Calculate the amount of N contained in 37.0 kilograms of 
diammonium phosphate (21 perccnt N) 

37.0 kg X 0.21 = 7.8 kg N 

(3) Since the diammonium phosphate supplies 7.8 kilograms 
N, only 12.2 kilograms N are needed from urea. Calculate the 
amount of urea (45 percent N) 

12.2 kg + 0.45 = 27.1 kg urea
 

(4) Calculate the amount of mnuriate of potash (60 percent
K20) required for 5 kilograms of K20 

5 kg + 0.60 = 8.3 kg iuriate of potash 

(5) The three ingredients weigh a total of 72.5 kilograms, so 
27.5 kilograms of filler must beadded for 100 kilogransof 20-20
5 fertilizer. 

In fish culture, it is usually not necessary to mix ingredients 
and add filler as illustrated above. The appropriate quantities of 
fertilizer source materials may be calculated, weighed, and 
applied to the pond. For exampjle, suppose that a 1-hectare pond 
must be treated with 20 kilograms per hectare of 10-20-0 
fertilizer, and ammonium sulfate (20 percent N) and triple 
slerlphosphaute (46 percent P,0) are available for use. First, 
calculate the amounts of ammonium sulfate and triple 
superphosphate as follows: 

(1) Since a 10-20-0 fertilizer contains 10 percent N, 20 percent 
P20 5 , and 0 percent K20, the amounts of N and P205 in 20 
kilograms of 10-20-0 are 

20 kg X 0.10 = 2 kg N 

20 kg X 0.20 = 4 kg P20 5 

(2) Calculate the amount of amnuonium sulfate (20 percentN) which contains 2 kilograms N 

2 kg + 0.20 = 10 kg ammonium sulfate 

(3) Calcu!ate the quantity of triple superphosphate (16 

percent P205) needed to give 4 kilograms of P205 

4 kg + 0.46 = 8.7 kg triple sul)erphosphate 

Next, weigh out 10 kilograms of amnmonium sulfate and 8.7 
kilograms of triple superphosphate and apply these quantities to 
the pond. 

Inorganic Fertilization and Fish Production 
The use f fertilizers to increase fish yields has an agricultural 

analogy in the use of fertilizers to favor greater growth of
 

pasture grasses which, i fnr, lln,ws increased production oflivestock. Therefore, the fish culturist ..hould understand some 
of the basic principles regulating the benc ficial use of fertilizers 
in agriculture (69). When a single growth ;actor is limiting the 

growth of a plant, the increase in growth with each equal
successive addition of the growth factor is progressively smaller. 
Although slightly more complex, this idea may he extended to 
more than one growth factor. In crop production, the 
fertilization rate which results in maximum yield is not 
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FIG. 14. 	 An example of the Increase In fish production with 
Increasing fertilizer application rates. The value In dollars per 
hectareof the Increase In fish production above the added cost of the 
fertilizer Is given above the bars representing fish production at 
progresslvely Increasing fertilizer rates. For calculations, fertilizer 
was given a value of $0.20 per kilogram and fish a value of $1.00 per 
kilogram. 

necessarily the most economical. After the addition of a few 
units of fertilizer, the economic value of the increase in crop 
resulting from another unit of fertilizer may be less than the 
value of a unit of fertilizer. These same principles apply to fish 
production (35, 36). The relationships between fertilizer rate, 
fish yield, and economic value of fish and fertilizer are 
illustrated in figure 14. 

Since plankton production is most often limited by 
inadequate phosphorus, phosphate fertilizers are wvidely used in 
fish culture (36, 47). In some ponds, it has been beneficial to 
include nitrogen fertilizers along with phosphate fertilizers. 
There has also been limited use of potassium fertilizers in fish 
production. Increases in fish production resulting from 
inorganic fertilization differ greatly, but fish production is 
normally increased two to five times through proper use of 
fertilizers (29, 36, 62). Some typical increases in fish production 
through inorganic fertilization are summarized in table 7. 

Experience with fertilization of tilapia ponds in Indonesia (36) 
indicated that the most efficient fertilization program was the 
application of 45 kilograms per hectare annually of P20 5 as 
superphosphate. In Europe, the annual application of 2.5 to 30 
kilograms per hectare of P2O.5, usually as superphosphate, has 
given adequate production of con nion carp (47). In Israel, 
common carp and tilapia ponds are fertilized with 60 kilograms 
per hectare of ammonium sulfate and 60 kilograms per hectare 

TABi.E 7. TYPICA. INCREASES INFisii PIODt'CTION FOLLOWIN( 

FEm.LIZATION. nlr: FA TOR Ow INCIEAsE OIN o
ui )

)IvIIN; PH11)1 ("IION INFi iII.IZI:D PONIDS 11Y 
PRODUCON INUNV[iIi.lIZ.EID PONDS 

Cultire species Factor of increase Sorce
attributable to fertilizer 

... (36)3.70Tilapia sji......................37 	 (8
 

Ti pia sp., Punti,.s vanvicus, 
and Cter'opharyngodon idella ....... 4.3S (36) 


lAepnis ryaerochirs................ 3.37 (17) 

Cyprhmas carpio ..................... 1.72 to 8.32 (33) 


of superphosphate at 2-week intervals (33,34). In Alabama, the 
most efficient fertilizer schedule for tilapia ponds consisted of 
biweekly applications of 22.5 kilograms per hectare of 5-20-5 
fertilizer (14). A popular fertilization schedule which is widely
used in the Southeastern United States is outlined below. 

(1) In mid-February or earl) March apply 45 kilograms per 

hectare of 20-20-5 fertilizer. Follow with two additional 
applications at 2-week intervals. 

Make three more applications of 45 kilograms per hectare 

of 20-20-5 at 3-week intervals. 
(3) Continue applications of 45 kilograms per hectare of 20

20-5 at monthly intervals or whenever the water clears so that the 
Secchi disk visibility exceeds 45 to 60 centimeters. 

(4) Discontinue applications by last week in October. 

This fertilization program has been widely used and will 
produce moderate to dense plankton blooms in most ponds. 
lowever, recent research at Auburn University has 
demonstrated that ponds in well-managed pastures often need 
no fertilization, while woodland ponds almost invariably need 
to be fertilized for good fish production (13); nitrogen and 
potassium fertilization is not required in many ponds (18, 23); 

and periodic applications of 4.5 kilograms per hectare of P20 5 

(10 to 12 applications per year) will give good plankton and fishproduction in woodland ponds (23, 43). 

It is unreasonable to assume that a single fertilizer application 
rate would be the most effective one under all conditions. Ponds 

vary greatly in morphometry, hydrology, bottom muds, water 
quality, and type of fish culture, so their responses to a given 
fertilization program vary greatly. To use an agricultural 
analogy, it i:; common knowledge that fertilizer requirements of 
different fields and crops differ greatly. Fertilization 
recommendations based on soil analyses have been calibrated 
against crop response and the results of soil analyses are used to 
establish 	 fertilizer rates. Calibration must be conducted for 
individual crops and for specific soil associations (,55). The 
nature of different pond muds and waters no doubt varies as 
greatly as do the characteristics of soils, so a fertilizer rate which 
works perfectly w'ell in ponds at Auburn, Alabama, may be 
entirely unsuitable for ponds in another locality. Unfortunately, 
methods for determining the fertilizer requirements of 
individual ponds are not available. The results reported above 

may serve as guidelines to establish a suitable fertilization 
program for a given pond. The abundance of plankton as 
measured by Secchi disk visibility may be used to determine if a 
particular fertilizer application rate is suitable. This allows for 
adjustments in the rate without having to wait until fish are 
harvested to determine if the initial applk ation rate was 
successful. 

Methods of Application 

Large applications of fertilizers at long intervals are wasteful 
because much of the phosphorus is adsorbed by the mud (31) 

and nitrogen is lost through denitrification (10). In the United 
States, fertilizers have traditionally been applied at 2- to 4-week 
intervals. Fertilizers may be broadcast over shallowvwater areas 
of the pond, but application is more efficient if the fertilizers are 

placed on underwater platforms (41) such as the one pictured in 
figure 15. This method of application prevents phosplhoruis 
fertilizer from settling to the pond bottom where the phosphorus 

is rapidly adsorbed by mid. Platforms should be about 30 
centimeters underwater and one platform is adequate for 2 to 4 
hectares of pond area. Fertilizer is simply poured on the 
platform and water currents distribute nutrients as they dissolve. 
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9. PROI'CTrN OF BIA'ECII.I. (LEPoMIs 
F'r iEII.IZEID WITH O1CANIc FEIRTILIZERS AN) INbORGANIC" 

FEIVITII.IZFR -- Ariii SIoll AND SWUNcI.GE (60, 62) 

uTABIE MACROC1IRt S) IN PONDS 

"P1 ype of fertilization Bluegill, 

Cottonseed meal, 1,16) kg/ha ......................... 423

Cow manure, 9,(X k ,/ha ............................. 272
 
Kudzu haV, 9,0(X) kg,'ha ............................... 176
 
Inorganic fertilization, 8-8-8, I•.(N) kg/ha ............... 341
 

applications may' result in depletion of dissolved oxygen (56). 
The rate of oxygen conumption by manure varies with the type 
of manure and water quality, sothe fish culturist inust work out 
safe application rates for a particular manure through trial anld 
error or experimentation. 

Organic fertilizers are not widely used in the 'nited States, 
but they receive extensive use in many other countries (47, 50).Manures frequently represent waste products and may he 

beneficially used in fish culture. However, because of labor and 
transport costs they are usually moore expensive per tr,it of N, 
"2 O. and K20 than chemical fertilizers. Fish production may 

FIG. 15. A fertilizer platform. be similar or even greater in ponds treated with manures than in 
ponds treated with chemical fertilizers, table 9. This is especially 
true with species such as the tilapia that will feed directly on the 

Ponds with muddy water or water stained with humnic manure.
 
substances in which the Secchi disk visibility is less than 30
 
centimeters will not respond to fertilizer nutrients because of
 
inadequate light for plankton growth. \Veed control must be Liming
 
effected in ponds that are choked with inacrophytes, otherwise 
fertilizers will stimulate mnacrophytes instead of plankton. If the Total Alkalinity and the Need for Lime 
retention time of water in a pond does not exceed 3 or 4 weeks, 
fertilizer nutrients will be flushed out of the ponds before they Phytoplankton growth in waters with low alkalinity is often 
prodace plankton. Finally, ponds with acid muds and total limited by inadequate carbon dioxide and bicarbonate ion. 
alkalinities below 15 or 20 milligrams per liter may ;,ot respond Some waters of lox' 'kalinity are so acid that fish do not survive 
to inorganic fertilization unless lime is first applied, or grow well MuL ... ponds with low total alkalinity are acid 

Some other factors must also be considered when using and strongly adsorb the phosphorus added in fertilizer. The 
fertilizers. New ponds which have never been fertilized may addition of a liming material increases the 1)11 of bottom muds 
require more fertilizer than older ponds that have a history of and makes phosphorus more available. Liming also increases the 
fertilization. Obviously, fertilization is not effective in flowing availability of carbon for photosynthesis by raising the total 
waters. In ponds where fish obtain their food almost entirely alkalinity of the water. The greater total alkalinity after liming 
from feeds, little or no fertilizer should be applied. Some results in a higher concentration of bicarbonate ion which is in 
fertilizers are acid forming (urea, ammonium sulfate, equilibrium with carbon dioxide, liming also increases the pll
ammoniurn nitrate) and their continued use may result in and total hardness of pond waters. Ponds with total alkalinity 
decreased alkalinity and p1-. The acidity of nitrogen fertilizers values less than 10 milligrams per liter seldom produce adequate 
can be counteracted by lining. plankton for good fish production unless they are limed. 

Responses to fertilization are variable in unlimed ponds with 

Organic Fertilizers waters containing 10 to 20 milligrams per liter total alkalinity,
but unlimed ponds with waters above 20 milligrams per liter 

Organic fertilizers consist of various animal manures or plant total alkalinity consistently produce adequate plankton after 
wastes and are usually called manures. Organic materials may fertilization to allow good fish production provided all other 
serve as direct sources of food for fish food organisms and fish, factors are favorable (68). 
or they may decompose and the inorganic nutrients released 
may cause plankton blooms. Organic fertilizers have low N, The decision to lime a pond should always be based on total 
P20 5 , and K20 contents, table 8, and tremendous quantities are alkalinity measurements rather than guesswork. Ponds in the 
required to supply the same anmounts of fertilizer nutrients found same general area may differ greatly in total alkalinity. For 
in small quantities of chemical fertilizers. When added to ponds, example, most ponds near Auburn will benefit from liming, but 
manures decay and exert an oxygen demand. Thus, excessive among these are a few which have total alkalinity values well 

above 20 milligrams per liter. The "rule of thumb" 
"r.km..: 8. FF:iuu.zE11 CoNsrt,I:N'rs i\ FHE:sH MA.sNuT: oF S:L.C::rED recommendation that all ponds in the vicinity need lime would 

FAR.,,t ANIMAS. - AF'TEIR MOISON (46) result in unnecessary and wasteful application of lime to some 
ponds. In determining whether to lime a pond, it should be 

Type of manure Average comlxsition, percTnt remembered that there is no single total alkalinity value below 
Moisture N P2O!, K2O which lime is undoubtedly needed. Experience has shown that 

Dairy cattle ......................... 85 0.5 0.2 0.5 liming is of little or no benefit if total alkalinity is above 20 
Beef cattle .......................... 5 .7 .5 .5 milligrams per liter. At total alkalinity values below 20
Poultry ............................ 72 1.2 1.3 .6 milligrams per liter, judgment must be used to decide whether to
 
Swine .............................. 82 .5 .3 .4 lime because the need for lime increases with decreasing total
 
Sheep .............................. 77 1.4 .5 1.2 alkalinity. In ponds with total alkalinity values between 15 and
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FIG. 16. Effect of application of agricultural limestone on total
hardness and total alkalinity In fish ponds. After Arco and Boyd (5). 

20 milligrams per liter, the response to liming may be too slight 
to justify the effort and expense. Lime should not be used in a 
pond that is not to be fertilized because liming alone will not 
appreciably increase fish production, except in waters that areapprecahl>'to 
so acid that fish will not survive or grow at normal rates. 
Furthermore, lime is seldom needed in ponds where fish are 
supplied feed and do not depend on naturally occurring 
organisms for food. 

When linie is applied to a pond, it reacts with the mud. Until 
enough lime isadded to satisfy the lime requirement of the mud, 
little if any of the added lime will beavailable to increase the pl, 
total alkalinity, and total hardness. A lime requirement 
procedure is available for determining the amount of lime
needled to raise the total alkalinity above 20 milligrams per liter 
in ponds (12). This procedure isbased on a chemical analysis of a 
nu(d sample. Since many fish culturists and biologists will be 
unable to use the chemical analysis to obtain a lime requirement 
value for their ponds, itis suggested that liming material 
equivalent to about 2,0(0 kilograms per hectare of calcium 
carbonate be applied and the total alkalinity determined after I 
or 2 months. If the total alkalinity is still too low, another 
application equal in amount to the first should be made and thie 
total alkalinity measured again. This procedure should be 
repeated until enough lime has been applied to maintain the total 
alkalinity above 20 milligrams per liter. The addition of liming
material equal to about 2,0(1)to 6,00 kilograms per hectare of 
calcium carbonate should suffice for most ponds. However, 
soiie ponds having high concentrations of organic matter in 
bottom imuds or sulfide deposits inbotton miudls or oi their 
watershels may require much greater amounts of linie. 
Occasionally the lime application rate may be so high that the 
cost of tae lime will be prihititiveand thewaterwill be unsuited 
for fish culture. 

T.,il.: 10. A\i~I (;I.: .. Ni . Fi\,vi.I. 
i)s - FEUtAly 17 

zIIil VA.LtE oi Fx.I.ME 
Jl' APPl.I:D 1 VTWEEn 

AND \l.ic:H 17, 1973 

Type iml1 November August January
1972 1973 1974 
li ..................... 5.2 6.7 6.8 
Ulnlimed ........................... 5.4 5.5 5.5 

Typical effects of liming may be illustrated by results of
experiments conducted at Auburn University (5). Agricultural 
limestone (finely crushed CaMg(CO3) 2) was applied to five 
ponds at the rate of 4,000 kilograms per hectare and five ponds
served as the unlimed controls. All 10 ponds were fertilized. 
Liming caused a marked increase in total hardness and total 
alkalinity, figure 16, and an increase in the pH of bottom muds,table 10. 

Tilapia production was 25 percent greater in the limed ponds 
in the control ponds. The total alkalinity of these ponds 

before liming averaged 13.5 milligrams per liter. Even greater 
responses to liming have been reported in waters which had 
lower total alkalinity before liming (17). 

Applying Lime to Ponds 

Agricultural limestone is the best liming material to use in 
ponds. The material should be finely ground (particles should 
pass through asieve with 0.025-centimeter openings) and have a 
high neutralizing value. Small particle size is necessary so that 
the agricultural limestone will react quie(kly with water and 
mud. The neutralizing values of liming materials refer to the 
amounts of acid they will neutralize, expressed as apercentage
of the amount of acid neutralized by an equal amount of pure 
calcium carbonate (1). Thus, pure calcium carbonate, with a 
neutralizing value of 100 percent, isused as a standard in
 
referring to liming rates. For example, if using a liming material 
having a neutralizing value of 80 percent, to apply at a rate equal 2,000 kilograms per hectare of calcium carbonate would 

require an application of 2,500 kilograms per hectare (2,000 kg + 
0.80) of the liming material.
 

Hydrated lime (calcium hydroxide, Ca(0H) 2) and burnt lime 
(calcium oxide, CaO) have higher neutralizing values than 
agricultural limestone. If applied in large quantities, however, 
these materials cause excessively high pH and fish mortality. 
Hydrated lime and burnt lime are sometimes applied to waters 
which contain no fish or to muds of ponds which have been
drained to raise the pH and kill fish disease organisms. Basic slag
has been used as a liming material in fish culture, but since its 
neutralizing value is lower than that of most agricultural
limestones, extremely large applications are required (75). 
Agricultural gypsum (calcium sulfate, CaSO 4 "2H20) is not a 
liming material, although it has incorrectly been used as one by 
some fish culturists. 

Liming materials can be easily broadcast over the bottoms of 
enmpty ponds, but application is more difficult when ponds are 
full of water. Best results may be achieved by broadcasting the 
liming material over the entire pond surface. Bags of liming
iiaterial may be emptied from a moving boat. Bulk liming 
material is cheaper and may be applied from a plywood 
platform attached between two boats, figure 17. Liming
material should be a)plied d uring late fall ai early winter ill 
temperate regions so that it will react with waters and muds 
before fertilizers are applied in the spring. In tropical regions, 
limie should be applied at least I month before fertilizer 
applications are initiated. This is important because liming 
materials will precipitate phosphorus if applied at or near the 
sane time as fertilizers. However, reaction of liming material 
with the mud increases availability of phosphorus fertilizer. The
residual effect of liming is governed by the rate of water loss to 
seepage and pond overflow. In ponds with normal rates of water 
loss, liming will usually last 3 to 5 years. Once a pond has beenlimed, small annual applications (20-25 percent of the initial
application rate) may be used to avoid having to inake large
applications of lime every few years. 
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FIG. 17. A simple method for applying agricultural limestone to a pond which Is full of water. 

Removal of Clay Turbidity 

In soime ponds, it is necessary to remove the turbidity caused 
bv smspendedI clay particles so that light will penetrate deei 

enough into the pond for phytoplankton growth. The oldest 

technique for removing clay turbidity involves the application 

of organic matter (38 67). llecommendations vary, but the most 

popular include: two or threeapplications of 2,X)O kilograms per 

hectare of barnyard manure; one or more applications of 2,t)00 

to 4I,(W)O kilogramms per hectare of hay; and 75 kilograms of 
cottonseed meal plus 29 kilorams of Suerphosphate per 

hectare at 2- to 3-week intervals. The effectiveness of organic 
matter applications in removing cliv turbidity varies, and 
several weeks must usually pass before sucees of a particular 

treatment can be determined. 
A better method for removal of clay turbidity is treatment 

with filter alum (ahminmini sulfate, Al( S()):," 1411()). Alum 
will cause suspended clay particles to coagulate and precipitate 
from the water within a few hours (51). The exact application 
rate for alum may le determined by treating samples of pond 
water in beakers with concentrations of alum ranging from 10 to 
40 milligrams per liter at 5 milligrams per liter concentration 
intervals. The lowest concentration of alum which causes a floe 
of clay particles to form within I hour is taken as the desired 
treatment rate. Many fish culturists will be unable to conduct this 
test, but an application of 25 to 30 milligrams per liter will 

apparently precipitate the clay turbidity from most ponds. 
When applying alum, it shomld be dissolved in water and quickly 
distributed, preferably by spraying, over the entire pond 

surface. Application should be made (uiring calm, dry weather 
because inixing b wind and rain will break l) the floe and 
prevent it froin settling out. The results of alumi treatment in four 

porids are illustrated in table 11. Alum has an acid reaction in 
vater, so it destroys total alkalinity and reduces pil. Each milli-

grain per liter of alum will decrease the total alkalinity by 0.5 

milligramiper liter. If the total alkalinity of water is below 20 
milligrams per liter, alum treatment may depress the pll to the 

point that fish are adversely affected. Hydrated lime (calcium 
hydroxide, Ca(Oll) 2) applied simultaneously at the rate of 0.40 

16 

milligram per liter for each 1.0 milligram per liter increment of 
alum will prevent unfavorable changes in alkalinity and pl-. 

Another alternative is to lime ponds with waters of low alkalinity 
before treating with alnmn. ILiming materials will often 

precipitate clay turbidity, but if turbidity persists after liming, 

alum treatment may be conducted without danger of JIl de
pression. 

Although ahm treatment will clear pond water of clay 

turbidity, it does nothing to correct the cause of turbidity. I nless 

the source of the turbidity is eliminated, ponds will again
become turbid with clay particles. Clay turbidity usually results 

because ponds receive large volumnes of turbid runoff after each 
rain. Erosion of the watershed may be prevented by 
revegetation. If this is impossible, it is sometimes possible to 

divert the turbid runoff from the pond1 by use of a diversion 
ditch. 

Reduction of pH 

Waters with high total alkalinities and low total hardnesses 
may have dangerously high Ill vales (luring periods of rapid 
phytoplankton growth. Although waters of this type do not 
occur often, an analysis should be made to determine if the 
potential for high p1l exists. 

Liming to increase total hardness is of no value in preventing 
high pill because liiue application increases total alkalinity and 
total hardness by roughly the saime aniount. Applications of 

amnmiionhii fertilizers have been recommended to lowver the Jll 
(If pond water. The amonium ion in fertilizer is nitrified to 

'l uu..: l Ai I\! (AI.i'11mF IS1l.VII:)TI ... IMI.i:Nr(N ( i.Au'I.(:l5(I NIi,, 

Alumi Turbidity 

Pond ,ppliedi


mig/liter i-ufore treatinmit After Irtnemmnt 

E.67 .... 15 40 2 
E.68 .... 20 28 3 
E-73 .... 21 19 3 

IitsReduction 
in tubidity,

percent 

S9 
8, 

27 20 83Y) 2) -1 97 
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nitrate with the release of hydrogen ion which lowers the p1. Dissolved Oxygen 
However, at high p1-i a large percentage of the ammonium ion 
applied to a pInld will immediately be transformed to n-

ionized ammonia, which is highly toxic to fish. Filter alun 
(aluminum sulfate) may be added to ponds to decrease pl1. An 
alumi treatment equal in milligrams per liter to the 
phenolplhthalein alkalinity will re(ice the plI to approximately 
8.3. Although alum treatment may be used to prevent a fish kill 
when the p11 is too high, it (loes nothing to change the conlitions 
responsible for high pll. 

Agricultural gypsum (calcium sulfate) may be appllied to 
water to increase the total hardness without affecting the total 
alkalinity. Experience indicates that gypsum will alleviate the 
conditions responsible for high pll, but confirmatory research is 
needled. The best treatment rate for agricultnral gypSlll 
appears to be the amount which will increase the total hardness 
to a level where it equals the total alkalinity. The treatment rate 
may be (eterininedl from the following equation: 

agricultural (total alkalinitd-total hardness) X 2.2 
gypsult (ig/liter) ( l i i 

The agricultural gypsum should be applied in the same manner 
as liming materials. The residual effect of gypsum treatment is 
not known. 
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Almost all problems with dissolved oxygen in fish culture are 

the consequences of heavy plankton blooms. In fertilized ponds, 
fertilization should be halted when plankton bhoon(s get too 
dense (i.e., Secchi (lisk rea(lings of 25 centimeters or less). In 
ponds %%,herefish are suipplie(l feeds, heavy plankton blooils are 
the natural consequences of high feeding rates. Lower feeding 
rates will result in less plankton growth, but onIy at the expense 
of decreasedl fish production. Suitable plankton (Idensitics resilt 
in Secchi disk visibilities of 30 to 6) centinieters. The probability 
of lroblems with low dissolved oxygen concentratio increases 
as the magnitude of the Secchi (lisk visibility decreases elow 30 
centimeters. In olndls with Secchi (lisk visibility values of 10 to 
20 centimeters, d issolvel oxygen concentratiolis iimy fall solo'. 
at night that fish are stressed, and a cloudy da. uay lead to 
dissolved oxygen depletion the following morning (53). 

A number of procedlures are usedl to prevent fish kills when 
dissolved oxygen concentrations are (langerolsly low. 
Application of up to 6 or 8 milligrams per liter of poitassiumii 
l,,rmnanganate has been frequently reconiniend ed in the I'nitcd 
States (42). The pota idinn per a lgai ate is suppiosedl to oxi(Iize 
organic matter and lower the (leiand for dissolved oxvgln in 
the pond.Recent research (72) has dleiionstratedl that potassium 
perinanganate is entirely worthless for this p urpoa se and that its 
al)llication actually increases the length of ti ic required for 
dlissolvedl oxygen concentrations to retuirn to nurn i l leeS. 
Applications of calciuii hydroxide have been recoimmnduicled to 
(lestroy organic matter in pondIs with ilow dissolved oxygen 
concentrations and thereby reduce rates of oxygen consumltion 
by bacteria. There is no reason to believe that applications of 

hydroxide will lower concentrations of organic nmatter. 
Ilowever, when dissolve(l oxygen is low, carbon dioxi(le is 
asnally quite high. The appllication of calcium hydroxide will 
renove carbon dioxidle which will allow fish to better utilize the 
low concentration of dissolved oxygen. Each milligram per liter 
of carbon dioxide will require 0.84 milligram per liter of 
calcium hydroxide for its removal. For example, if a pond 
contains 25 milligrams per liter of carbon dioxide, a calcium 
hydroxide treatment of 21 milligrams per liter (25 X 0.&4) would 
remove the carbon dioxide. Following phytoplankton (lie-offs, 
applications of fertilizers have been eniploye(l to encourage 
phytoplankton growth and encourage dissolved oxygen 
production. Research to document the effectiveness of this 

FIG. 19. A CrisafulIl pump and sprayer. 
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FIG. 20. A paddlewheel aerator. 

ro cedure has not been conducted, bilt nutrient concentrations 
tre adreadv high in ponds followintg )lytopla Ilkton die-offs and 
iti ubtful that fertilization is necessary,h 

The MtIly really effective procedure for preventing fish 
iitrtalitv during periods of extremely low dissolved oxygen 
illol'ves the 1ise of itechanical devices (2S. 45). L.arge, tractor-
powered pumps may be used to pur ip fresh, oxygenated water 
friti a nearby pond[ into the pond with Iow dissolved oxygen 
concentratiins. Alternatively, water from well, spring, or stream 
may he released into the oxygen depleted pond. Vell water 
sluld be discharged across a baffle for aeration because well 
water is often high incarbon dioxide and deficient in dissolved 
oxygen. \When oxygenated water is released into-a pond with 
tx'gen (epleti,'!.' bottom water which contains less dissolved 
oxygen and more carbon dioxide than surface water should 
simultaneously be released from the pond if possible. Punlps 
may also be used to remove water from the pond with low 
dissolved oxygen and release it with force back onto the surface 
of the same pond. The agitation and circulation of the water 
increases its dissolved oxygen content. lowever, this method is 
not as effective as pumping fresh, oxygenated water from 
another pond or well into the pond with low dissolved oxygen. 

Various types of aeration devices may be used to introduce 
oxygen into waters with low dissolved oxygen concentrations. 
Small spray-type surface aerators are in common use, figure 18. 
These aerators are most effective in small ponds or when several 
are operated in a large pond. More powerful aerators, such as the 
Crisafulli pumip and sprayer, figure 19, and the paddlewheel 
aerator, figure 20, supply considerably more dissolved oxygen 
to ponds that) the spray-type surface aerators. However, 
Crisafulli punips and paddlewheel aerators are expensive and 
must be operated from the power take-off of a farm tractor. 
L.arge fish farms and research stations can afford to maintain andF 
olperate ermergency aeration equipment, but small scale fish 
ctilturists have little recoursc when faced with dissolved oxygen 
problems. Fortunately, problems with dissolved oxygen seldom 
tic(ur except in ponds where fish are fed at high rates. 

Fish culturists often monitor dissolved oxygen concentrations 
during the night in ponds to determine if emergency aeration is 
needed. Recent research has resulted in plrocedures for 
predicting how low dissolved oxygen concentrations \ill fall 
during the night (20, 53, 54). Such predictions permit the fish 
culturist to prepare for emergency aeration in advance. The 
simplest of these procedures involves the measurement of 
dissolved oxygen concentrations at dusk and 2 or 3 hours later. 
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These two %'alines are plotted versus time on a graph and a 
straight line is projected through the two points and used to 
estimate the dissolved oxygen concentration at later hours 
during the night. The use of this technique is illustrated in figure 
21. 
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FIG. 21. A graphical method for predicting the nighttime decline In 
dissolved oxygen concentration In fish ponds. After Boyd atiI. (20). 

ei 
Fish Feeding and Water Quality 

Fish eat most of the feed applied to Ionds, but on a dry matter 
basis only .bout 25 percent of the nutrients in the feed is 
converted to fish flesh (11). The rest of the nutrients reach the 
water as metabolic waste. This waste includes carbon dioxide, 
ammonia, phosphate, and other inorganic and organic 
substances. These nutrients stimulate planktoni production, and 
the amount of organic matter produced by plhotosylnthesis will 
exceed by several times the amount of organic matter reaching 
the water in metabolic waste (11). The density of plankton in a 
pond is closely related to the feeding rate. For example, during 
the course of the growing season the feeding rate was gradually 
increased in catfish ponds resulting in a corresponding decrease 



Dissolved Secchi disk macrophytes that cannot be controlled by plankton turbidity.Grass carp are even effective in controlling macrophytes inoxygen,mg/liter visibility, ponds that are not turbid with plankton. In small ponds,cm
I0M 
 Omacrophytes may be controlled by cutting or by dragging them10-\-100 out with a rake or seine. 
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FIG. 22. Scchl disk visibilitles and early morning (6:30 a.m.)
dissolved oxygen concentrations In a channel catfish pond as the
feedIng rate was gradually Increased from May to September. 

in Secchi disk visibilities, figure 22. Along with the decrease in 
Secchi disk visibilities, there was a decrease in the early morning 
dissolved oxygen concentrations, figure 22. Similarly, average
plankton density increased and average concentrations of
dissolved oxygen in the early morning decreased with greater
feeding rate in catfish ponds with low, medium, and high
feeding rates, table 12. 

Tk'm.C: 12. ANEI(F EAIIX M,)iN l)ssOixn.:D OxY(CN CWEN:. 
"13TArNS AND SECCIII I)ISK VISIBIIIE.S INCiANNEL.. CATF.ISI 

),Ni)s %% I)'FEm-ENT F-:EDmNG: I ATESwIT 

Earl), morning Sechi disk 
eeiag rate dissolved oxygen,

ing/liter cmii 

Ntcdimn (:6 kg/haper day) .... 2.95 45 
Iligh (78 kg/ha per day) ....... 1.95 21 

Obviously, the frequency of dissolved oxygen problems 
increases with feeding rate. Thus, the ultimate limit on feeding 
rate and on fish production is set by water quality. As a general
rule, fish production increases linearly with feeding rate while 
water quality deteriorates exponentially with feeding rate. 

Aquatic Plant Control 
As mentioned earlier, one effective technique of controlling

niany species of minacroi)hytes isthrough fertilization to )roduce
plankton turbidity and shade the pond bottom. This technique is 
especizlly powerful if ponds are constructed so that no areas are 
shallower dian about 60 centinietees. Grass carp (white amur) 
eat tremendous quantities of aquatic vegetation and provide a 
biological method for controlling inacrophytes. When stocked 
at 60 to 8) per hectare, grass carp will control most species of 

Herbicides are also used in fish culture to control 
macrophytes. The manufacturer's label gives the rate and 
method of application for a herbicide. The label provides 
information on safety precautions. Usually, the conectitrations 
of aquatic herbicides used to kill macrophytes are safe to fish. 
Decay of macrophytes killed by herbicides can cause dissolved 
oxygen depletion. If ponds have extensive areas ofmacrophytes, one-fourth to one-fif~i portions of the pond
should be treated at 1- to 2-week intervals to reduce the chance 
of dissolved oxygen depletion. The major limitation of 
herbicides for controlling macrophytes is that once the 
concentration of a herbicide declines to a non-toxic level, 
macrophytes will regrow. Thus, repeated applications of 
herbicides are required to control macrophytes, often at 
considerable expense.

Algicides are sometimes used to control phytoplankton in 
ponds. Copper sulfate, the most widely used algicicle, will kill 
most species of phytoplankton at concentrations of 0.1 to 0.5
milligram per liter in waters with total alkalinities below 40 or 
50 milligrams per liter (70). In waters with higher alkalinities, 
copper sulfate concentrations of 1.0 milligram per liter or more 
may be required to kill phytoplankton. Copper sulfate may be 
applied by dissolving it in water and distributing it over the pond
surface. Alternatively, copper sulfate crystals may be )laced in a
buriap bag and the bag towed behind a boat until the copper
sulfate dissolves. Burlap bags of copper sulfate may he 

positioned in ponds so that the chemical gradually dissolves andmixes with the water (22). Copper sulfate may also be used to 
treat scums of phytoplankton which drift to the leeward sides of 
ponds (40). 

Phytoplankton killed by copper sulfate decomposes rapidly
and may result in low dissolved oxygen concentrations. Copper
sulfate has no appreciable residual toxicity and phytoplanktoll
growth will resume soon after treatment. Fish are susceptible to 
copper sulfate, and in waters with alkalinities less than 20 
milligram- per liter, treatment with 0.5 to 1.0 milligram per liter 
of copp' siuilfate may kill fish. 

Synt*,etic algicides, such as l)iuron (3-(3, 4 dichlorophenyl)-I , 

1l-dimethyl urea) and Simazine (2-chloro-4, 6-bis 
(ethylamino)-triazine), are sometimes used to kill 
phytoplankton. These algicides are extremely toxic to algae,
have a long residual action, and are not toxic to fish at
concentrations used to kill phytoplankton. As with copper
sulfate, extensive mortality of phytoplankton following
ap)lications of synthetic algicides may result in depletion of 
dissolved oxygen. Some fish culturists have attemjpted to "thin" 
i)hytoplankton blooms by small, periodic al)plications of 
synthetic algicides to ponds receiving heavy applications of 
feed. lowever, recent research (73) denionstrated that this 
practice results in i)rolonged periods of low dissolved oxygen
concentrations andi reduced fish yields. 

Calculations for Chemical Treatments 
Concentrations for chemical treatments of ponds are given in 

milligrams per liter so fish culturists must calculate how much of 
a chemical to add to a pond to give the desired concentration. To 
calculate the amount of a chemical needed, the volume of the 
pond must be known. Assuming the surface area of a pond is 
known, the simplest technique for obtaining the average depth 
to use in computing the volume is to make transects (8 or 10 will 
usually suffice) across the pond in a boat while making depth 
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(3) The density of the herbicido is 0.85 kilograin per liter, so 

the volume of the herbicide weighing 1.33 kilograms is: 

= 1.33 kg + 0.85 kg/liter 1..5 liters 

Thus. I.56 liters of the liquid herbicide would give at 

cncentration of I inilligram per liter of the active ingredient 

when applied to the pond. 
Chemicals which are applied to ponds come in a variety of 

formulations itcluding crystals, solutions, wettable pows'ders, 

viitilsifiable concentrates, and granies. Fish culture stations 
and large fish fart s can afford rather elaborate equiptment for 

applying tlieinictals. For exitlnll]e, clemi.cals Imlay he dissolved 
in a tank of water or some other solvent and spraved over the 
surface with 1 pwtr sprayer. .|Iuids may he dispersed 

ttiforinl frot a boat inttnted tantk through a itoti consisting 
of a pipe' with a series!of stuall diameter holes itt its umderside. A 
valve regulates tite rate at which the s4Ilttion is fed by graivit\' 
ito le water, or a ptunip may he used to effect iore uniforlt 

amid forceful releas. I)isli'nsers for grattlhs or powders may 
tliconsist of hoppers \\ ith aljustahlI dispetnsing holes it the 

27ttomt. .Al a ltter is t'ttltltled tt Iro'et clogging of holes. 
Fitally. ctttllicis Inta\e r(it';ast'd intoi thl' waish of~tnUotlt; Ird 

intt r propll'er to t'fft'r't ttising as tllt' boltt HtONes over the 
pond sorface. 

hititlstttces where the owet'r of one or a few poildis Ititst 
apply chemtictals, it is tsu|llv not practical to irchast' or 

cltistrttct an labrate dispentser. Thte cheical 'Iti be dissolved 

otr ied iil a lart ctoltaintr of water an(d applield to tht pond 

surfiace. Aptlicationt itna bbe accomlished with a IIrt'ssurizt'd 

gardm spra.' er. (r tit sointion or mixlirt' may Ille spiashed with 

it iltwr theover t pondstrface. (;Lre shi ld be taken to dispetlse 

tit chemtical as tttiforinly is possibh'. Crutmes ttay Il)i 
broadcast bv hand or \\t,. .,tt:ll "c'rlont" seeder. Crystals 

mat i'elaed ill a burlap bag and the b.g towedt'hllitld ; boat 
tittil the\ lite dissol'ed. ()nlv a little imtlittllity is nteeded to 

develop aI intthod for aplllyinttg a cheitcal to a pond once tilt. 
tretatit'nt rate has ht'een 'sttltslt.e(. 

W T R A A Y IANALYSIS 

\Vater analysis is a hithl S e ii(t~ize~d field tltd tuetil(ds for 

.tlsurillt tite c renltrttion of alm otist lit\, possible cotistitoent 

ta he found it several 
standard water atltl sis ,nmtals. The in.st widely ust'dof theseof \%iat('r are availabhe. "htese mthtods bv 

Iilluals tIt. Standard .h' hod for tilt' ExaminUtion of W\ate'r 

roe3andWast'ttett'r (3). l'o tttake \at'r antalyses atccorditng to 
standard procedures, a water amnalysis laboratory and al well 

traimed :atlyst are esential. lit practical fish culture however. 

ottly i fess water qlmtity data are n''ded ittmat~tkitlg w'ter 

qljality itlitailI''lt dt'imnios. 'l'hes' nolrmally' incltde 1)Il.alkali||ity, total h mrch i ss, dissol vvd tjxy!.r , . c alrbon 

dio x id , a nd p i tlok li |ma h d a nlem',. W id ehr a na ly s is k its , su ch a s 

t hw ( oi l ' i l lus t ra te dl i l l i g urv 2 :3 , a rc l 'li a d a t a i l l de st C o st . 

T e kits Itroviv ' sltffi'ietly accitr;,h' dtltit Ott whit h to base 
mtanagetm'nt de'isions (15). A Se'cthi disk, which ttav he 

(onstrtltdel from ('l(tt1iii1,Ii itenlis (or pttrrtus'd for a small cost, 
may bv osed to ctsim a heplanktln abundance. 

Sampling Water 

Watter samls's for dissolved mlyge'tt tr t'arlml dioxide 
t be ~ t . so th a t d hwy do no~tt'ol l ic in o n t ac t 

, 11111%u ' c l 

with tihe attosphere. If it silet~llh' is supersatttrated with 

dissolved gilsI's, the gws are Iost to the :ttIoslih're. Samtples 

below stturation will gail g;ises fromi teattmtsphere. A in elr 
of saml)ers tre avatilal' for colItting wat(,r for dissolved gas 
t I lyses, h Iti )'I si ve t y )vs 1i;1)I 1)'t lo)t; i it'(-d froi I eimleast 'X I eI ' 



FIG. 23. A qmall water analysis kit suitable for use In fisheries management. 
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FIG. 25. Water sampler useful for collecting water from depths of up 
to 2 meters. 
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FIG. 26. A weighted bottle water sampler. 

will be greatly magnified in the final results. For measuring total 
hardness or total alkalinity on samples with low concentrations 
(below 20 or 30 milligrams per liter) of these constituents, the 
volunies of samples and reageats should be increased by five 
times to get reliable results. Measurements of pll with water 
aralysis kits are 0.5 to 1.0 p1 unit higher than the correct values 
obtained with a pi1 meter. The reagents in water analysis kits 

replaced eery 6 to 12deteriorate with time and should be 

months. In spite of the limitations of water analysis kits, they are 
often the only method available for water analysis in fish culture, 
and with reasonable care the kits will provide useful data. In 
table 13, comparisons are made between dlta obtained on the 
samples by a Ilach Model AL-36B water analysis kit, figure -93, 
and by standard laboratory procedures. 

"J\lw r 1:3.COMPARISON OF 'rEI\IVI\ATI\ )NS IAI)I-:iN W:'ErII SAMI .ES()FJ , 

INyS'I'\I)ttI) NI-I'II)I)S (3) . \I 'WIAEl
).AIlA(il ANAI.,SIS KIT 

(\oDEI, AL.:3613) - AHrEiI BO'D (15) 

SaipleP)rocedure 

A B C 1) 

Total alkalinity (rng/liter) 
Standard method ..................... 11.0 31.8 -19.6 119.7 
Ilach kit ............................. 15.6 .13.7 49.4 116.3 

Total hardness (mg/liter) 

Standard eithold ..................... 7.7 27.1 53.4 107.5
 
I lach kit ............................. 11.1 32.7 55.7 110.4
 

Carbon dioxide (mg/liter)
 
Standard method ..................... 1.2 .. 3 10.9 18.0
 

lach kit ............................. 5.0 5.0 10.0 15.0
 
Dissolh'ed oxygen (mg/liter) 

Standard inethoI ..................... 1.1 2.7 4.9 8.6 

I ich kit ............................. 2.0 2.8 4.0 8.0 
pll
 

Standard iicihod ..................... 4.5 5.5 7.8 8.8
 
Illnch kit ............................ 5.0 6.1 9.) 9.7
 

More advanced, and expensive, water analysis kits are 
available, figure 27. These kits have the capacity for measuring 
dissolved gases, pll, ammonia, nitrate, nitrite, phosphate, 
sulfate, chloride, conductivity, and several other water (uality 
variables. The more elaborate kits are suitable for fishery 
management work and for some types of research in fish culture 
(16). 

Secchi Disk Visibility 

A Secchi disk is 20 centimeters in diameter, painted with black 
and white quadrants, and attached to a calibrated line, figure 28. 
The disk isweighted on the underside with a lead plate so that it 
will sink readily. Secchi disks may be purchased from scientific 
supply houses or constructed from sheet metal, l)lexiglass, or 
masonite. A flat paint should be used to )revent glare. A suitable 
alternative to attaching the disk to a calibrated line is to attach it 
from its center to a vertical meter stick. Secchi disk visibilities 
seldom exceed 100 centimeters in productive fish culture 
systems, so measurements will seldom be limited because of the 
length of the meter stick. 

Secchi disk visibility is not a suitable estimate of plankton 
unless plankton is the primary source of turbidity. An 
experienced observer can readily distinguish between plankton 
turbidity and other forms of turbidity. lowever, the novice 
must remember that plankton blooms are not always green. 
Plankton blooms may also impart yellow, red, brown, or black 
coloration to water. Usually plankton organisms are large 
enough that their particulate nature is obvious if water and its 
contents are viewed against a white background. 

To obtain the Secchi disk visibility, lower the disk into the 
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FIG. 27. A large water analysis kit used In fisheries management and occasionally In fisheries research. 
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FIG. 28. A Secchl disk. 
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GLOSSARY 

A( II). A sihstance characterized by the ability to react with bases or 
adkali in water to forni salts. An acid releases hydrogen ions upon 
lissociation in \%-;ter.CACU 
ACIICi Tending to be acid. 
ACI D1)EATI I P()INT. A illI so low as to kill fish. A pll of less than 4 

\ ill u1nallY kill fish. 

M 1T, T )XI ITY. The toxicity of a substance after a short exposure 


lme ilt a fe w hours or days. 

Ih A I'I0)N'I; 'arate. tsillph' ixygen to pond water by mechanical.

)I 11!,,ical ine.a,. 

%.(;I Ti CI' tU\ I. CalcitInI CaSO4. 211O. This
i It I1.)tA., S sulfate, 
tin;, tijad Tmoo he lltd as :t source of calcium or sulfur, but it is not al 

,!::.it ri.J t i ii,,, i fish culture. 
p. 	 I. I1 HA, . LIMEST()NE. Calcium carbonate (CaCO.i) or 

,I.. (),;j ich is finely grotud and used to neutralize 
,(l.ni,. and \vaters 

I I )ill. of a zrui of plant poisons used to kill filamentous 

, :! i t,,ai.. 1 .:,,n 
I , I \l Au ind iral e visible layer of filamentous algae or 

4,,.,pf h-ti i! omntilt surface (f aIhody of water. 

\IK .i l',titim to fhe hydroxide (()Il ) or carbonate (CO 3) 


t higliy reactive izroup if metals that are characteristically
r.,lit'. ,f 
h.i,ic Ii, ," , pl zgreater than 7. 
\1 I\d.Ii 1)I1k I'll Pt)INT. I laying a pit so0great as to kill fish. A pll 

.0.It thall II %il i,iially kill fish. 
IK-\I. 1 Th,'NI. t,al concentration oif alkaline substances in water 

Cxiprt.'i I s, I, !livgrams per liter of equivalent calcium carbonate 
I('..('( I , 
•'WIXii)NI \ Xi .. :ac IIitl'ss Vas ised in the manufactiire (if fertilizers. 

It a,s i hrm t mtroi,'nifo'id in fresh water and may be toxic to fish 


lilecr tt.iii ciiiiit(ilitis. 

ANINIt )I(NIt "f IIYI)Il( )XII)E. A oltition (if amonoia in water. It has the 


foruula Nill)1t. 

AM IM the pouiti\ t Iy .harge(lIion resilting frim teile
N)N NIM I)N. NIl 
rea.ctili of oinu ia in wate-r. This io1i is nut appreciably toxic to fish. 

ANA.G AA relation of likeness between twoi things, consistin, not in)( 
the reselliltice of teile thins themselves, but (if two ir moore of their 

attributes. [lie' ,tattiiient. "fish i ilture is agriculture," is an iuIlaI og. , 

.*\( t'AlIC: ()TICANISMS "lThise plants and animals that live and grow 


in the water. 

AI'ATIC: WVEl)S. lid',irable water plats wo wing in a pomd. A1n% 


plant griwilig in a Ibo y of ssater that reduces the ability of the water t 


suppnrt fish life. or intie'rferes \ ith fishlszgr fish harvest. 


AllID. I)ry. lackitiu uoistlure. A.i area witih l\v rainfall and high eva-


;ioratiin is an arid region. 

BAUIElIlA. Singh'celed inicr, r ianisilis that lack chlorophyll. 

Bacteria are imlortint aeits of (he'av am I moo' sjed's are resiimisihle 


fur huma, animal, and plant diseases. 

BAFLE'I.. Ami sricttre used to ip11iede, regilate, or alter the flow or 


f[aeration, aibaffle causes turbulencedirection o a liquid. "'iir lm r uts 

ili water tli\ iig oser it. 


,ASE. A chemical that has the ah ility Iii react with acids to forrm salts, 

BASIC . Ia\ing ;i pill gnate'r thai 7, tending ti fiornn a base. 

BASICITf'I'[lel degree of stretlith (if ia base. 


BASIC SILAG A liiiii lat'rial which is a by-prodlct if the steel-

liakilig ilidultr\ , and ik used tii nieitralize acidity of soils, nIuids, and 


watlers. 

BEN'llI( (0II(;.ANIS.MS. )rganisns living in and (inllthe flid If the 

bottol of lakes iir pllols.
 
BIIICARBINATE. I lavirgi IIC I group, such as 5(iditmi bicarbonate 

(Na I t 
IOOI.( TI'I1. whoi is trailied in and studies biology, the science of()io, 
life. 

BI(tIAT. Plait and allillial life of a particiular area considered as a total 

eVlogiclul ilit. Fouurixaijule, all oif tlle irgauisiis in a poiind are 


mAulhciely terimedill(u hiota uif thellpond. 


fit\\ EEKILY. I lajupeming every 2 weeks, 


1C1.1 AIGAE.. oif ihe micirscopic a imatic plants oif the'E-GBEIEN A.v 
divisii il'ri'(l th' anlini the 

siiilest fiirms if plants. 

IIHAC(KISII\VATEI. \Valers containirig cnsiderable salt but not is 


iuich salt as ile (((call; intermuediate between fresh and salt water. 

IIU FFEB. A Sibsance capable of maintaining the relative concentration 


of hydrogen (It ) and hydroxide (OH-) ions in a solution by neutralizing,
 
within limits, added acids or bases.
 
BURNT LIME. Calcium oxide (CaO), This material is occasionallyused
 
as a liming material. 
CALCIUM CARBONATE. CaCti. a white compound occurringocurgiawtecmonCABNT a 

It is crushed and used in fish culture as a
naturally as limestone rock. 
liming material. 

CALCIUM CARBONATE EQUIVALENT. The aniount of calcium 

carbonate required to be chemically equivalent to a given amount of 

another substance. For example, I milligram per liter of hydrogen ion 

has the same chemical reacting powver as 50 milligrams tier liter of
 

calcium carbonate.
 
CALCIUM lYI)OXIDE. Ca(Ol1)., also called hydrated lime or
 

slaked lime, a chemical comupound which is sometimes used to lime fish
 

ponds.
 
CALCIUM MAGNESIUM CARBONATE. CaM g(C()) 2, a liming
 

agent used in fish culture. This is also called dolomite.
 
CAI,1B RATEI)11) PE. A linetor rod that is marked at measured intervals 
so that it may be used to dletenine distances. 

CARBBONATE. A substance having the C()i, group. For example, 
CaC( ). is a carbonate of calcium. 
CARB()N )I()XII)E. An atmospheric gas. It is used by plants to 

produce organic matter during photosynthesis aml1 is released during 

combustion, respiration, or organic decomllosition. 
CELSIUS. A temlperature scale set illp so that ()C isequal to the freezing 

point of water andi IX)C is equal to till boiling point of water. 

CENTIMETER. A unit of mneasureient equal to I/I(X)meter ir 0.3937 

inch. 
CL.AY. Very fine soil larticles. Grains of earth smaller than 0.W02 
millimeter are clav. 
C()AG'I.A'TE. TI0 callse te titrsformnation of dispersed particles in a
 

liquid into a semisolid or so1lid mass.
 
COLDWATEII FSII. A fish which requires relatively cool water for
 

survival. The (ijitinnl telliperattires of different species vary, but most
 

species are found in water where temlerat res are usually 20'C or less.
 

Trout and salmon are coldwater species.
 
COMPLETE FERTIILIZER. A fertilizer containing the iprimnary
 
nutrients nitrogeh (N), phosphorus (1)), and potassium (K).
 
C)NI)V'CIVITY. The ability iir p wer ticonvey electricity. In water,
 

the conductivity increases as a function of increasing concentrations of 
ions. 
COPPEI , SULFATE. A poisonus blue crvstalline copper salt 
(CuS()'511.()) sometimes used in fish culture as an algicide or in 

control of parasites and diseases. 
C()RRI1ELA'IOI)N. A imulltaneous increase ir decrease in value of two
 

related variabhles.
 
CRYSTAL.. A synnctrical granular sidid form of a substance.
 
I) ENI'III HlCATI'()N.'I'o(re(ioe uIitrogen froimiiia Iterilorechemical 
ciiil)tii(I. As ar examllple, bacterial action in (1ofteluconverts nitrate 

ti nitrgen gas which is lost to the atmoisphere. 
DENSITY. The aninmit (if a substance per unit volume. In physics, it 

refers to the mass of a substance per unit volume; in limuology, plankton 

density increases when the amount if planktn, tier unit voliuue If water
 

increases.
 
I)ETRIT'S. Any disintegrated ioatter, silch its orgaic delris,
 
acciunulated inll pond water or oil mud or siiil.
 
I)IFFU SI)N. 'he illilveienlt of molecules of a substance fromt an area
 

of greater coucientratiin ti an area of lower c(enlitratiili iif the
 

substance. l)iffsin will ciintuillle until equilibrilui exists ii thie systliu. 

Fir exaliple, there is a liet uiuveuient of dissilved oxygen IliolecilleS 

frot air into wae,r iuntil the pressiire of oxygen 110lecoles in the water 

equals the pressulre(f ox ygm'n Iimolecules in lhe air. 
I) ISSOIIVEI) )XYGEN. I'he elemental ixygen!gas ci iotai in bllody 

oif wumt,.r and available for the sulippl irt of fish life. 
I)IVAIoENT METAL ION. A luetal atorm thathus lost electrons soithat it 
has a posit'ive electrical charge of +2. llese ions are capable of 
ciibiniig with other ionS of equal but opposite electrical charges to 

forlin cuomlilnds, such as calcium ions colbiuinig with carbonate iois l 

fori calciimi carbonate. 
I)111I'. Carried alog b) viidllr water ciurrents. 

EM ULSIFIA II.!E CfiNt.ENTItA'TE. A liiaie lpesti('ide that will foriu a 

suspension of small globules imlwater. 'I'lle cincenltrated pesticide must 

be dilited in water before applicatiou. 
EPl1NINI )N. 'l'lle ipper layer of water in a pond or lake. XVlater oif the 

epliinuioi is warmier than water ill deeper layers. 
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EQUILIBRIUM. Astable balanced system. In chemistry, it is the state of 

a reaction in which forward and reverse reactions occur at equal rates so 

that the concentrations of the materials that are reacting do not change
with time. 


EQUIVALENT. Equal in substance, degree, or value; having the same
ability to combine. 

EVAPORATION. To convert or change into a vapor as 
when water 
molecules diffuse into the air to become water vapor.
EVAPOTRANSPIRATION. The combined process of evaporation ofwater and the loss of water from plants.
EXPONENTIALLY. Increasing by multiples of a number. The 
dependent variable increases or decreases as a multiple (power) of the
independent variable. 
FERTILE. Rich in nutrients needed to sustain plant growth.
FERTILIZATI(ON. '[he act of increasing the fertility of the icud or 
water in order to increase plant growth and, ultimately, fish production. 
FERTIILIZER. A natural or roan-made inaterial that is added to soil or 
water to increase the production of desirable plants.

FERTILIZER FILLER. An inert material or limestone mixed 
 with 
fertilizer materials and used to bring the total ingredients of a complete
fertilizer lipto a specified weight. 
FILAMENTOUS ALGAE. Multicellular algae that grow in thin 
threadlike sections. 

FILTER ALUM. Aluninun sulfate (A 2(S04 )): 141120). This substance 

coagulates particulate matter in water and is used to remove turbidity 
from water.
FISIH CULTURE. The deliberate growing and rearing of economically 
important numbers of fish or other aquatic animals for recreational,
onamental, scientific, or food purposes. 

FL(XG. A coagulated mass of particles, 

FLOCCULATE. '1"o
cause particles to form luips or masses, 
FOOl) WEB. A living ecological system inwhich plants are eaten by

small animals, which in turn are eaten by larger animals. 

FRESHIWATI'ER. Inland waters, waters that contain little or no salt, riot

salty or saline. 

GOOl) WATER QUAILITY. Water having all tilephysical, chemical,

and biological characteristics necessary for the support and production

of an optinmin armount of fish life. 

GRANUI.E. A small, grain-like particle of a substance, often about the 

size of sand grains. 

GROUNI) WATER. Wiater fromi beneath the 
 earth's surface that 
supplies wells, springs, and dry-weather stream flow. 
IIARI)NESS. Refers to the concentration of divalent metalic ions, 
primarily calciuni and riagnesiinn, in the water expressed as calcium
carbonate equivalent. 
IHAVEN.A place of refuge.
IIECTARE. A iretric unit of area equal to 10,(X)O square metes or 2.471 
acres. 
IIERI)ICII)E. A chemical used to control or destroy ilants, especially
weeds. 
I IA'I'ES. loers to partially decayed vegetable and organic matter. 
IIYI)IATELD INIME. Calcium hydroxide (Ca(Oll)2), a liming material
occasioally used in fish culture. 

IIYI)ROGEN ION. The positively 
 charged ion of hydrogen (IWl)
forned by the removal of the electron front atoimic hydrogen.
IHYI)ROGIEN SIUIFII)E. A gas with the formutla 112. It is formed by
microbial d(econiplsition of organic matter intie absence of oxygen.
Ilydrogen sulfide is a .veak acid inwater and strongly dissociates into 

IIS ati S' at pII values above 7. Un-ionized I12S is highly toxic to fish. 

IIYI)IH()L()(GY. The sttdy of the properties, distribution, andI effects of 

water oiithe earth's surface, in the soil and underlying rocks, and in the 

atin.sldhere. 

IIYI)R()XII)E. A chemnical compotud containing the hydroxide ion,

OfI. 

IIYI)I()XIl)IE, I)N. The negatively charged ion Oil characteristic of

iydroxides. 

IIYPOILI NIN1)N. The lower layer of water near the pnnd bottomt,

IILLUMINATEI). Provided with light. 

INERI'. Exhibdting no chemical activity, totally unireactive. 

IONS.An atont, grnuI) of atonis, or molecule that has acquired or is 

regarded as having acquired atnet electrical charge b) gaining electrons 

tr by losing electrons frot aininitial electronically neutral state. 

IONIZEI).To becomne converted partially or totally into inuns. 

IN()R(ANIC. Not cmn sedi of organic inatter, involving neither 

organic life nor the products of organic life. 
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INORGANIC FERTILIZER. Natural or man-made substances lacking

carbon composition, used to increase the ability of soil or water to
 
produce plant life.
 
KILOGRAM. One thousand grams, a metric unit of weight equal to 2.2
 
pounds.

LEACHED. To be dissolved and washed out by a percolating liquid.
 
LEEWA RD. Located on or moving to tire side toward which the wind is
 
blowing.
 
LIn. 

LIME. Refers specifically to calcium oxide. lowevr, it is nore
generally used to refer to any material used for raisingorid pll anid 
alkalinity in fish cuture or raising soil pc in agriculture.
LIMING. Applying neutraliting agents, such as agricultural limestone 
basic slag, hydrated lime, or burnt lime, to soil or water for the purpose

of increasing its basicity.
 
LINEARLY. Refers to dependent and independent variables. Each
 
successive unit of increase in the independent variable will cause tht.
 
same amount of increase or decrease in the dependent variable. W\hen
 
plotted on ordinary graph paper, a relationship between the variable is
 
given as a straight line with a constant slope.

LITER. A metric unit of volumne equal to IXX)milliliters or 1.056 quarts.

MACROPIHYTI'E. Relatively large 
va cilar plants as oppost-d to th,
microscopic phytoplankton, and filanentous algae. The basic structure 
of an aquatic macrophyte is visible to the naked eve. 
MANAGEMENT TECIINIQI'ES. With respect to fish and water 
quality, it is the means by which a fish culturist can exert control and
influence over the water quality and, ultimately, the,fish productiouof a
 
pond.
 
MANURE. Aninal dung,compost, or other organic ouatter used as
 
fertilizer. The nutrients are released front the manure as it decays. The
 
decay of manure in water is caused by bacterial action and requires
 
dissolved oxygen.
 
METABHOLIC WASTE. By-products of metabolisin excreted from the
 
body of an organism.
 
METABOLISM. The conrplex and chemical process,s involved in the
 
rnaintenmce of life.
 
MICROGRBAM.Metric unit of measure equal to I/I,(XX),(XX) grai.

MICROSCOPIC. Too small to be seen by the unaided eye.

MII.LIGRAM. Metric unit of measure equal to I/I (XX) gram.
 
MILLIMETER.A metric unit of measure 
 equal to /I(XX) meter or 
0.(394 inch. 
MILLIGRAM PER LITER. One milligram of a substance in I liter of a 
second substance. It is a way of expressing concentrations of small
 
amounts of a substance dissolved in another substance.

MORIIPtOMETRY. The structure, form, or shape of al object, thing,
 
body of water, tr place.

NEI'TRA LIZE. To make a soltion chemically neutral its when allacid
 
andI a base react to fonr atsalt and water.
 
NITRATE. The nitrate ion has tileformula N03. Substances contairing

the NO. group are terited nitrates.
 
NITRITE.The nitrite ion has tire formuola NO). Substances contairtin
 
the N 2 group are termed nitrites.
 
NITRIFIED.To oxidize reduced nitrogen formnis to nitrate. The action
 
of certain bacteria will convert atinionium (NItI) to nitrate. The
 
aninmitim is said to be ritrified.
 
NU T RIIENT. Something that pro-ides life sustaining nourishment, arn
 
element necessary for life ard growth.
 
OFF-FLAV()I. Bad tasting, varying froin the usual flavor.
 
OII'MUM. Most favorable or advantageous. The best conditions or
 
degree or anmount for itparticular situation.
 
ORGANIC MAT'I'E R.A living substance or its retairs. )rgtanic inater
 
contains carbon.
 
()RGANIC FERTII.IZER. Materials derived frontanimal wast
 
products or dead aninals or plants which are used to supply nriit'ts to
 
soil ard water to increase plant griouwth.

OSMOTIC PRESSUI'E. The pressure exertueI by thttetdency of fluids
 
to diffuse through atseni-Ierineable rirnibran nuntil there is art erptal

concentration 
of fluid nit either side'of the init'tibran. 
OXIDIZE. lo cotbine with oxygern. tir tiake, it ar ixiih,. 
OXYGEN I)EMANI). The oxygen retquired by all the biohqzical ar d 
chemical processes that occur within a pond. 
PARTS PER MILiION. A nreans of expressing ioicentratiu. tsirally
by weight, isone irrti of a strlnstarice ii ,999999 pirtiuns of a sictnd 
snbstance; e.g. I pound tf little in 9,999 puinds of water. ipart per
million = I milligram per liter. 



MATTER. Particles of living or deadPAIRI'tR'LI.ATE ORGANIC 
organic m.atter which are suspended in water. Plankton is a form of 

particulate organic Toatter. 

PESTICIIDE. Any chemical used to control or kill lharmful or unwanted 

plants or animals. 
.INITY. The equivalent anount of acidPI IEN()PI I' ITAI.EIN Al.KA 

of a water sample of 8.3 (the endpoint of the
required to lower tile pIll 
indicator phenolplitthalein), expressed as milligrams per liter of 

tituivalhnt calcium carbonate. 

PI ( )Tt )SYNTI IESIS. lie process by which green plants convert light 
and organic compounds from

tont.rgv ito chemical c nlake 

intrganit compounds, vpecil:,l carblohydrates front carbon dioxide 

a d \%aler, with th- rtlte Of it\vgetl. Ph otosyithesis layhe thought of 

ax the 1110(hlcti, Ii, tftvfib\ a plant. 
otitic plants whicht Ire suspenidedHY'lL.AN K Mcrtxcopicq 

g oraissindedtItP\%.ie ''t\- a w rmae oxygen prodcin
:ton' ual)'lithmajir (5yielt prodttcintg organims in ato xs.ttt'r. "l'hyt.)" 

itld. 

I'll Yi( )FIA..\NK'L'N DIE OFF. An abrup, itassive tiortality of 
ph ti plitit, rcstiltitti frot nattiral tit bai.ntade causes. 

t and aiml ni rza stnts. ,eneralls' microscopic, thatl!,.ANK*Ic ). lua 

ir' -ipt i u tat',ral xsatri, 


water aII[AN K' i \ 1I.)M.( A lar.zte qtnttitv of plankton giving 

lucfititt ,,, ,tl w.t Cr tsiallv pears greenbecause the tajtrity If 

plattl, i an greetnish. but plattkton lootis ttay also appear 

lak. s ,,x, rd iirowot. or hlitt-reen. 
PA N KT "\I( 	( )f or relating to plankton. 

(.)A lITY. \Vatr having soinic physical, chemical. ort) Mi1i'A AIl 
I l soaclt.riktic suh that the suppoirt and prodtuction of fish lifehii, 


t ti thii., iqtitlii 


Ill,I IITI.Il
A( To cliiicall. cause a solid substance to be separated 

h"1,1 .ilihtit i 
N. forti or snow . Water droplets otr icePIN(ll I 1A() A.ti (if rain 

lart li1'" o IliiNi ed frot the atmtospheric water vapor atid sttfficientlv 

tmasiv tt! fall tio the earth's surface. 

IMtIA. Y NUT"IEN'I S. Referring to the fertilizer elements nitrogen 

(N). tlhrOSltOTS ,). and potassium (K). An increase in plant growth 
nost often fi llo%,s the applicatiot tf these essential nutrients to the 

water oir sotil. 
arc tf 9) degrees, one-quarter (if theO1'AlRANT. A circular 

circitmference oif a circle. 
detect,REAGENT. Al\ substance used in a chemical reactitn to 


tneasttre, exanine, tir Jirtlt e 
ittlter stistances. 
which the effect of aRESIIDUAI. EFFECT'. 'lie letgth of tithe its 


treattment of all ecological s. stett with a chetmical will persist. 


RESID'AL. TOXICI'Y. The citinuing toxicity of a substance applied 


to an ecological svs'eit, 

process by which art organisiRESPIRATIN. The metabolic 

energy, carboncombines oxygen with ',,ate matter and releases 

dioxide, and other products of oxidation. Respiration can be thtught of 


as the utilization oif food 1'. a plant or anitnal. 


ROTENONE. An trg i:,t oi pt ind ext racted frot i the rots of de rris, 


timbo, and cube' and tsed as an insecticide and fish poison. 


HRUNOFF. Rainfall that is nt absorbed bv the soil and flows over tite 


land surface iof the earth. 

SALINITY. Relating to the concentration itf mineral salts in tile water. 

SALi. Any chettical compi d that is for:ited by replacing all or p.,.: 

of the hydrogen ions of an acid with oe or more positively charged ions 

of a base. Sotdium chliride (NaCI) is a ciitotn sat. 
'To contain all 	 tf t substance that can normally beSATURHAI'EI). 


dissolved in it secod substance at a given temperatire arid pressulre. 


SEA WATER. Salt water of the oceans. 

SECCI I 
 DISK. A disk 21 cntii'ters itt diameter painted :n altern,,te 

sed itt fish culture and limnology to(juadrants black and white and 


SIeasure the passage of ligtht thriugh the water. 

SEINE. A large fish oet tade to hang vertically in the water with floats at 

the top and weights on the hotton and a staff attached to each end; to 

catch fish with suc, ai net. 
SILT. A stil material consisting of fitti' mineral particles inlternediate in 

size between sand atdi clay. Silt is suspended in runtoff, but when runoff 

enters a pond, the silt settles to the pond bottom. 
SMTIIER. To deprive oi oxygen, to conceal. suppress, or cover. 

that dissolved illSOIUBI.IITY. The atmount of a substance can be 

another substatnce. 
SOILUTION. A iifortttly similar mixtureof e rr rnttresutbstances that 

will not settle out. Sodium chloride added to water dissolves to form a 

solution of sodium chloride. 

SOUNDINGS. To measure the depth of a body of water with a 

calibrated line or rope. 
from which essentialSOURCE MATERIALS. Original materials 


fertilizer nutrients are derived. Phosphate rock is the source mnatrial for
 

elemental phosphorus.
 

STRATIFY. To become layered, aswlwarmnlayerofwateroverlies
 
a cooler layer of water.
 
STRESS. To subject an organism to physically disruptiv' forces that are
 

harmful to that 	organism's growth and survival. 
Not causing death. A sublethal concentration of a

SUBILETHIIAL 
or injury.substance will not cause death, bit iay cause stress 

SUI.FI)E. A chemical compound containing bivalent sulfur. 
cause a chemical solution to be more highlySUPERSATURATEI). 'o 

possible under 	 given tottditions ofconcentrated than is normally 
temperature and pressure. 
St'USPENSION. A relatively dispersion solid particles ill acoarse tf 

liquid. For exatmple, silt in water is a suspensito. 
'EMIERATE REGION. Neither very hot nhr very (old it climate. 

waters intoTIIERMAL. STRATIFICATI)N. The separation of ponid 

distinct warn and ctool layers caused bIv differential heat ing i r cttoling t f 

such waters. 
atd theTIIERIMOCI.INE. The layer of water Isetweet the epilitliit 


hypolitnhon; the layer where there is a great change it temlrature per
 

tinit of depth.
 
determine tile
TITIIATINC 	 A(CENT. Achemical substance used ti 

tf another chemical sitbstance itna sttlutitt,.concentratittt 
endure or resist, totbear, to sur\ive.TOIL ERATE. 	 io 

tr place.TOPOGIIAI I IC. The physical features of it regiot 

T(O)TAL AL.KALINITY. l'll -:tal t measurablc bases (()II IW ) 

CO) it tilt- water. The total alktlinity of a water is t mteasure of its 

capacity to neutralize acids. 
of allT(OTA1. )ISS()IVED SOLIlDS. The total c tentration 

substances in true slutio ttit water. 

TOTA IIA I)NESS. The total attotttt f divalettt metallic itts itt the 

water, expressed as milligratns per liter tf equival'nt CaC().i. 'Ile 
principal hardness causing itts are calcilltit and ntagnusilttt. 

T( )XICITY. The tegree Of Ieint tartfit, destrtctive. hr ptisitntis tt 
life. 
TRACE N" 'IIIENTS. Nutrient eletents esseintial fotr the life and 

in taly very sall quantities orgrowth tf art trganisn. but needed 

amttoitnts.
 
T'IRANSEC'TS. '1't ivide byctttincrosswis'. Itt sampling, a Irai:seet is
 

att imaginary tir real line alon, which samples are taken.
 
off otf water vapor frtitn plant ptiresasaTRANSPIRATI( )N. The givin 


part of plant metabiolism.
 
TRIOPICAL IHEC;I (N. Ilot and humid itt climatt. Near the equator.
 

soil) tr fireign tarticles (plankt tt)TI.'RBII)ITY. HIaving.,sediment 

suspended in tlte water.
 
TURBII)ITY 'NIT. A unit of tneastrenttit for describing the tlitallti
 

ttf turbidity in the water. 
UNBALANCED FISII P()IA'I.ATI()N. Refers tta populatit, t f spo rt 

fishes which prodttces few fish iof large entoigh size to he citsi hered 
which prdces pitor fishi',i.harvestable. A sport fish poptlatiot 


UN-I)NIZE.D. Nt 
 ittized, elemental, not electrieally chai;etd. 
:.UN-IONIZED AMM(NIA. This ftrti (ifnitrogen has tie formla NI 


U-ionizel antoia is toxic ti 
 fish. 
fixedVARIABI.E. A characteristic suiject ti chantge, having it( 


qitantitative alite.
 
N'APIWVA'EII P()NI) FISII. Fish that normally survive, grtow, and
 

reproduce in wartt water (25° tt 32,C).
 
WATER ANA ,YSIS. A determinatitt of the quantities or atiotits of
 

certain water quality variables it a body tif water.
 

WATl'EIR QUAI.IT'Y. All thetiphysical, chemical, and bioligical factrs
 

which influence tite beneficial use of water.
 
WATEI QUA!.ITY VAHIABIE. Aty ehang'abl' characteristic iof
 

water which affects tlte sirvival, grwttt, produetiotttr mtanagemientt if
 

fisht.
 
VATEIIS ElD. The land area draining into a river systet ii Inotdy if
 

water.
 
NVEI'AIBLE P()WDERH. A finely ground stolid pesticide that cali be
 

mixed with water before application andits,.
 
ZO()PIANKT()N.Nicrtscopie attatic aitals whih are Sislinh'ded it
 

water.
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METRIC AND ENGLISH EQUIVALENTS 
Length 

Metric English 
I millimeter 0.0394 inch 
1 centimeter 0.3937 inch 
1 meter 3.281 feet 

Weight1 milligram 0.00035 ounlce 
I grain (1,000) m illigram s) 0.0353 ounceI kilogram (1,000grams) 2.205 pounds 

Area 

I square meter 10.76 square feet 
I hectare (10,(X square meters) 2,471 acres 

Volume 
I milliliter 0.0338 U.S. liquid ounce 
I liter (1,001) milliliters) 1.057 U.S. liquid quarts 

3.785 liters 1.00) U.S. liquid gallon
Other 

1 kilogram per hectare 0.892 pound per acre 
1 milligram per liter 1 part per million 
I milligram per kilogram I part per million 

CELSIUS TO FAHRENHEIT DEGREES 
0C OF OC OF OC OF 

0 32,0 14 57.2 28 82.4 
1 33.8 15 59.0 29 84.2 
2 
3 

,35.6 
37.4 

16 
17 

60.8 
62,6 

30 
31 

86.0 
87.8 

4 39.2 18 64.4 32 89,6 
5 41.0 19 66.2 33 91.4 
6 42.8 20 68.0 34 03.2 
7 44., 21 69.8 35 95.0 
8 46.4 22 71.6 36 96.8 
9 48.2 2.3 73.4 37 98.6 

10 50.0 2 75.2 38 101.4 
!1 51.8 25 77.0 39 102.2 
12 53.6 26 78.8 40 104.0 
13 55.4 27 80.6 

CHEMICAL SYMBOLS OF SELECTED ELEMENTS 

Element Symbol
 

Aluminum ................................................... Al
 

Arsenic ..................................................... As
 

Boron ....................................................... B
 

Carbon ...................................................... C
 

Calcium .................................................... Ca
 

Chlori e .................................................... CI
 

Copper ..................................................... Cu
 

Iron ........................................................ Fe
 

Hydrogen .................................................... If
 

Mercury ........... ........................................ l ig
 

Potassium .................................................... K
 

Magnesium ................................................. Mn
 
Manganese .................................................. Nb
 

Nitrogen ..................................................... N
 

Sodium ..................................................... Na
 

Oxygen ...................................................... 0
 

Phosphorus .................................................. P
 

Sulfur ....................................................... S
 

Silicon ....................................................... Si
 

Zinc ........................................................ Zn
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